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BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
Respondent The Travelers Indemnity Company ("Travelers") submits this brief in
opposition to the Petition for Writ of Certiorari.
COURT OF APPEALS OPINION
The Utah Court of Appeals rendered its decision in Cannon v. The Travelers
Indemnity Co., 2000 UT App 10, 387 Utah Adv. Rep. 48 on January 27, 2000. (Appendix
1).
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This action involves Petitioner Carla Cannon's ("Cannon's") claim for alleged breach
of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing in an insurance policy. The insurance
at issue is a homeowner's policy issued by Travelers to Scott and Jesselie Anderson. Cannon
was not a party to the insurance contract. Cannon instituted this lawsuit against Travelers
making a claim for medical expenses under the medical payment coverage of the Andersons'
policy and further making a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair
dealing. After initial discovery, Cannon submitted a settlement demand to Travelers, which
included affidavits from her parents and sister. These affidavits, for the first time, provided
Travelers with evidence that Cannon had complained of back pain immediately following
the incident and provided a causal link between the alleged incident and her back pain. After
receiving the affidavits, Travelers paid the full $10,000 limits of its medical payments
coverage to Cannon.
On a motion for summary j udgment, the trial court granted partial summary judgment
-1-

dismissing the bad faith claim, but denying the motion to the extent that Cannon sought
attorney's fees and litigation expenses incurred in pursuing the claim for medical expenses.
(R. 1146 and Appendix 2). The parties subsequently settled the remaining part of Cannon's
Second Cause of Action, which settlement included the payment of Cannon's claim for costs,
attorney's fees and interest in connection with the claim to recover medical benefits. A
stipulation and an order of dismissal with prejudice on the remaining claim were entered.
(R. 1151 -1154 and Appendix 3 and 4). The Court of Appeals affirmed the dismissal of the
bad faith claim, holding that Cannon was not an insured under the policy and was not a party
or privy to the insurance contract, and accordingly was not owed the implied duty of good
faith.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
Cannon's Statement of Facts misstates the record in many particulars and further
includes argument. Cannon's Facts, whether misstated or argumentative, are immaterial to
the issues decided by the Court of Appeals, which were issues of law. Cannon further
references affidavits of Gary Fye, a purported insurance claims expert. The references to
Gary Fye's affidavits are unsupported opinions, legal conclusions and argument. Travelers
made a motion with the trial court to strike the Affidavit of Gary Fye as it did not comply
with Rule 56(e) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The affidavits should not be
considered on appeal for the same reasons they should not have been considered below.
(R.1030-1040,1125-1133). The Fye affidavits are also immaterial to the Court of Appeals'
decision as the decision is based on issues of law.
-2-

Travelers submits that the following facts were material to the issues on appeal:
1.

On August 16, 1992, Cannon was visiting at the home of Scott and Jesselie

Anderson. Scott Anderson is Cannon's first cousin. While at the Andersons, Cannon bent
over to hug the Andersons' 10 year old daughter Heidi. Cannon alleges that she felt
immediate pain when she bent over and Heidi threw her arms around her but she did not tell
anyone at the time that she was hurt or suffered pain. (R. 1167 at pp. 11,12,24,32 and 33).
2.

Between August 16, 1992 and Thanksgiving 1992, Cannon did not seek any

medical attention for her alleged back injury and did not say anything to the Andersons about
the incident or her pain until December 3, 1992, despite having talked to Jesselie Anderson
on several occasions. (R.l 167 at pp. 47, 48 and 51).
3. At the time of the incident, the Andersons had a policy of homeowners' insurance
with Travelers. This policy provided liability coverage for the Andersons, which included
a medical payments provision. The pertinent part of Travelers' policy is contained in
coverage F-Medical Payments to Others. This coverage is part of the Liability Coverages
provided to the Andersons under Section II of the policy. (See policy at R.l51-185, and
Liability Coverages including medical payments to others provision at R. 166, and Appendix
5, p. 26).
4.

After receiving Cannon's Notice of Claim, Tom Day, the claims adjustor for

Travelers, discussed the claim with Cannon and with the Andersons. The Andersons told
Mr. Day that they did not know anything about Cannon's claim until December 1992, and
that they thought Cannon may have injured her back in a sporting event or by trying to lift
-3-

her invalid father. (R.l 167 at p.85; R.l 166 at pp. 88-90, 127).
5. Unbeknownst to either Travelers or the Andersons, Cannon intentionally withheld
information concerning her injury from the Andersons for several months because Cannon's
family needed the Andersons as supportive witnesses in litigation involving the estate of
Cannon's deceased sister. (R.l 167 at pp. 41-47).
6. After initiating this lawsuit, Cannon sent a settlement demand to Travelers by
letter of June 9, 1995. This settlement demand included affidavits from Cannon's parents
and Cannon's sister, which for the first time, explained to Travelers why Cannon had not
complained to the Andersons for several months and further provided evidence that Cannon
had told her parents about the incident and had complained of back pain the evening of the
incident. (R.190,194,197). The affidavit ofElaine Cannon stated that her daughter told her
about the incident the afternoon of August 16, 1992 and further stated that:
However, we discussed that it would be better not to mention anything to the
Andersons. Scott and Jesselie Anderson were important witnesses with our
family in litigation involving the estate of our deceased daughter. It was
important that nothing be done to offend or alienate the Andersons. I therefore
strongly suggested to Carla that she not address this matter with the
Andersons. Hopefully, her back injury would improve without the need of any
medical treatment and we would never need to involve the Andersons.
(R.191). (See also the affidavit of Susan C. McOmber, R.197-8). After receiving and
considering the affidavits submitted by Cannon in June 1995, Travelers paid the limits of its
medical payments coverage to Cannon. (R.123).
7. Cannon is not a named insured under the Travelers insurance policy and further
does not qualify as an "insured" as defined in the policy. The term "insured" is defined to
-4-

mean the named insured [Scott and Jesselie Anderson] and residents of the named insured's
household, as well as other specified persons with respect to responsibility for animals, water
craft or the use of vehicles. (See policy R. 153-4; R. 1166 at Ex. 2, Appendix 5, pp. 1 and 2).
Response to Cannon's Asserted Statement of Facts
Cannon's asserted facts misstate the record, contain argument, and refer to
inadmissible evidence. Many of the asserted facts are immaterial to the legal issues decided
on appeal. Travelers responds to Cannon's statement of facts as follows:
1. Contrary to Cannon's assertions in paragraphs 5 through 7, Travelers' adjustor
did not refuse to accept further information concerning the incident or to interview witnesses.
Mr. Day interviewed Jesselie Anderson and she advised that she knew nothing of Cannon's
claimed injury until December 1992, and that she thought Cannon's injury was unrelated to
her visit to the Anderson home. (R. 1167 at p. 85; R. 1166 at pp. 86-90). Travelers did not
refuse to obtain medical records and obtained recordsfromDr. Hecht and a statement from
Dr. J. Lynn Smith. Dr. Smith did not causally relate Cannon's back surgery to the August
16, 1992 incident, but stated only that the injury could have subsequently led to the disc
rupture and surgery. (R.l 166 at pp. 98, 99; R.189). There was no other medical evidence
drawing a causal connection between the incident and Cannon's medical condition. While
Mr. Day used the phrase "medical certainty," Day did not receive sufficient evidence under
any standard that Cannon's claim was causally related to the incident on the Andersons'
premises as the medical evidence showed only a possibility of a causal connection. (R. 1166
atpp. 130,131). Travelers offered to settle Cannon's claim simply in an effort to resolve and
-5-

conclude the claim, despite the fact that there was insufficient medical evidence to show that
Cannon's injury occurred on Travelers' insureds' premises. (R.l 166 at pp. 94, 95).
2.

Contrary to paragraph 8 of Cannon's statement, Travelers did not refuse to

communicate further, but had not received sufficient evidence to substantiate Cannon's claim
and no further evidence was provided until after the filing of the complaint when affidavits
of Cannon's parents and sister were produced in June 1995. (R.190-199). After receiving
the letter from Cannon's attorney requesting the policy, the claim file was reopened.
Travelers did not refuse to respond. Contrary to Cannon's assertion, the claims personnel
reviewing the claim file did not note that the prior investigation was incomplete. Rather,
there is simply a notation in the file, following receipt of the attorney's letter, that more
investigation is needed. (R.l 166 at Ex. 1, pp. 4, 6).
3. Paragraph 10 of Cannon's statement of facts and each of its subparagraphs contain
argument rather than fact. As was set forth in Travelers' Motion to Strike Affidavit
Testimony, these arguments and conclusory statements by Gary Fye should have been
stricken and should not be considered on appeal. The arguments are immaterial to the legal
issues involved in this appeal and decided by the Utah Court of Appeals. Fye's testimony
assumes the existence of a legal duty which is a legal issue for the court.
4. Paragraph 10 of Cannon's statement is argument. It is not a factual statement.
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ARGUMENT
POINT I
THE COURT OF APPEALS PROPERLY ADDRESSED THE UNFAIR
CLAIM SETTLEMENT PRACTICES STATUTES AND RULES
HOLDING THAT THEY DID NOT CREATE A PRIVATE CAUSE OF
ACTION.
The fourth cause of action of Cannon's amended complaint was based upon the unfair
claims settlement practices statute, Utah Code Ann. §31A-26-303 and the unfair claims
settlement practices rule, Rule 590-89-1 et seq. Utah Administrative Code (R.79-88). The
Court of Appeals specifically addressed the statutes and the rules, holding that none of them
created a private cause of action. Cannon. 2000 UT App. 10, ^22, 387 Utah Adv. Rep. 48.
The Court of Appeals further noted that the great majority of similar statutes and rules have
been held not to create a private cause of action. Id. at %24. The Court of Appeals
accordingly appropriately addressed Cannon's fourth cause of action.
Cannon's reliance upon the Insurance Fraud Act, Utah Code Ann. §31A-31 -103, was
misplaced and was further raised for the first time on appeal. The Insurance Fraud Act, by
its terms, is also regulatory in nature and provides for disciplinary action by the Insurance
Commissioner. The insurancefraudact was not pled by Cannon in her amended complaint,
was not raised in the trial court below, and was raised for the first time on appeal. It is absent
from the record on appeal. (R.79-88, 251-282,1007-1029,1165). It is fundamental that a
trial court should have the first opportunity to address issues later raised on appeal, and that
the appellate court should decline to consider arguments raised for the first time at the
-7-

appellate level. Smith v. Iversen. 848 P.2d 677 (Utah 1993). One reason for this rule was
stated by the Utah Supreme Court as follows:
Orderly procedure, whose proper purpose is the final settlement of
controversies, requires that a party must present his entire case and his theory
or theories of recovery to the trial court; and having done so, he cannot
thereafter change to some different theory and thus attempt to keep in motion
a merry-go-round of litigation.
Bundv v. Century Equip. Co.. 692 P.2d 754, 758 (Utah 1984). Whether the point raised by
Cannon is characterized as a new argument or a new issue makes no difference. Ong Int'l
OJSAW. 11th Ave. Corp.. 850 P.2d 447, 455, n.31 (Utah 1993).
Similarly, Cannon's reliance upon Utah Code Ann. §31A-26-301.5( 1) has been raised
for the first time in the Petition for Writ of Certiorari and should not now be considered.
Moreover, Section 31A-26-301.5 deals with health care claims practices, and has no
applicability to the instant matter. The provision partially quoted by Cannon actually
provides that "[i]f a service is covered by one or more individual or group health insurance
policies, all insurers covering the insured have the responsibility to pay valid health care
claims in a timely manner according to the terms and limits specified in the policies." This
statute therefore is inapplicable, should not now be considered for the first time in this matter
and further gives no indication that a private cause of action would be provided. Cannon's
argument that she meets the statutory definition of an insured set forth in Utah Code Ann.
§31 A-1-301 was also raised for the first time on appeal. It was not addressed at the trial
court level by either pleading or motion. Cannon should not be able to raise issues for the
first time at this point in order to persuade this Court to grant certiorari. Cannon's reliance
-8-

upon the foregoing statutes is nevertheless misplaced since none of the statutes set forth a
private cause of action. All of the statutes and rules relied upon by Cannon are regulatory
in nature, consistent with the Utah Court of Appeals' holding that the unfair claims
settlement practices statutes and rules were not intended to create a private right of action.
The Utah Court of Appeals appropriately addressed the issues and arguments that
were before it that had been raised in the court below. The Court of Appeals' decision is also
consistent with this Court's decisions in Ammerman v. Farmers Ins. Exchange. 430 P.2d 576
(Utah 1967), Beck v. Farmers Ins. Exchange. 701 P.2d 795 (Utah 1985) and later cases. In
Ammerman. this court explained that an insurer has a fiduciary duty to defend its insured and
that a breach of that duty gives rise to a separate cause of action for the insured against the
insurer. The injured third-party, however, is barred from suing the insured because there is
no privity of contract and the insurer owes the third-party no duty. Ammerman. at 577. In
Beck, this Court held that an insured may sue his insurer for failure to deal fairly and in good
faith in a first-party relationship and that the action is based upon contract, not tort. Beck,
at 798. Importantly, in both Ammerman and Beck, an insurance "bad faith" claim is derived
from the insurance contract. The implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing arises out
of the contract and runs to the benefit of only those who are parties to the contract. The Utah
Court of Appeals' decision was consistent with these cases in its holding that the Utah Unfair
Claims Settlement Practices Statutes and Rules do not create a private cause of action, and
that the duty of good faith "is created by the contract between the parties." Cannon. f21.
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POINT II
THE COURT OF APPEALS CORRECTLY CONCLUDED THAT
CANNON WAS NOT AN INSURED UNDER THE POLICY, AND
PROPERLY APPLIED WELL-ESTABLISHED UTAH LAW
LIMITING THE DUTY OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING TO
PARTIES TO THE INSURANCE CONTRACT.
Cannon argues that the Utah Court of Appeals erred in holding that Cannon was not
an insured nor the equivalent of an insured under the Travelers policy. The Court of Appeals
in the Cannon opinion carefully analyzed the Travelers policy, however, and properly
concluded that "[njothing in the policy's language indicates that Cannon is a first-party
insured. Nor do we find support for Cannon's assertion that she is an 'unnamed insured' or
just an 'insured.'" Cannon, 2000 UT App 10, f 17, 387 Utah Adv. Rep. 48. The Court of
Appeals further found that potential medical payment claimants were plainly referred to as
"injured persons." Cannon, 2000 UT App 10, ^20. In short, there was no basis for Cannon's
contention that she was an insured under the policy.
Cannon's argument in her petition is the same as her argument before the Utah Court
ofAppeals and simply attempts to characterize herself as an "unnamed insured" in an attempt
to become a party to the insurance contract or create a contractual relationship to support a
claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Cannon is neither
a named insured nor an unnamed insured under the policy. Cannon's attempt to categorize
herself as a first-party insured as opposed to a third-party claimant does not make her a party
to the contract. The Court of Appeals correctly determined that she was not an insured and
the law in Utah is "well settled that the duty of good faith and fair dealing runs to parties to
-10-

an insurance contract or their privies." Cannon. 2000 UT App 10, f21 [citing Sperry v.
Sperry, 1999 UT101.17,381 Utah Adv. Rep. 27: Broadwater v. Old Republic Sur.. 854 P.2d
527 (Utah 1993); Pixton v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co.. 809 P.2d 746 (Utah Ct. App.
1991)].
Cannon argues that the Court of Appeals excluded her from traditional claimant
categories and puts her in an undefined class of claimants lacking legal standing to enforce
a claim for medical payments under a policy. This argument by Cannon is simply an attempt
to confuse the issues that were addressed by the Court of Appeals. The issue before the
Court of Appeals was straightforward and required the court to determine whether or not
Cannon could maintain a claim for alleged breach of the implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing under an insurance contract. The Court of Appeals simply needed to determine
whether or not Cannon was an insured under the policy by the terms of the contract and
whether she was a party to the insurance contract. The Court of Appeals opinion determines
that she was not an insured under the policy, was not a party to the insurance contract, and
that she therefore could not make a claim for alleged breach of the implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing.
Cannon next argues that the majority of cases addressing med pay claimants under
homeowners' policies hold that the med pay claimant is either an unnamed insured or a thirdparty beneficiary. Whether or not such a majority of the cases exists is questionable, as is
their relationship to Utah law. It should first be noted that certain cases addressing medical
payment claimants are contrary to the asserted majority of cases cited by Cannon. For
-11-

example, a case similar to the instant matter was decided by the South Carolina Court of
Appeals in Klecklev v. Northwestern Natl Cas. Co.. 498 S.E. 2d 669 (S.C. App. 1998). The
plaintiff in that case allegedly sustained a fall while on the premises of Northwestern's
insured. The policy covered up to $5,000 in medical expenses, regardless of fault. The
plaintiff brought an action against Northwestern for payment of the medical expenses and
for bad faith refusal to pay benefits. The Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court's ruling
that the plaintiff did not have standing to sue, holding that the plaintiff did not have a right
to assert a claim for bad faith against the insurer because the plaintiff was not a party to the
contract. The court stated that the bad faith claim does not extend to a person who is "not
a party to or a named insured under the insurance contract and who possesses a mere
contingent interest,

" Klecklev. at 671. In the case of Hunt v. First Ins. Co. of Hawaii.

922 P.2d 976 (Haw. App. 1996), the Hawaii Court of Appeals found a med pay claimant to
be an intended third-party beneficiary of the med pay coverage, but affirmed summary
judgment for the insurer on the bad faith claim. The court stated that the rights of the thirdparty beneficiary must be limited to the terms of the promise. Id. at 980.
The case of Desmond v. American Ins. Co.. 786 S.W. 2d 144 (Mo. Ct. App. 1989),
cited by Cannon, while addressing third-party beneficiary issues, did not address the issue
of whether the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing ran to the benefit of a med pay
claimant. Likewise, the case of State Farm Fire v. Kambara. 667 So.2d 831 (Fla. 4th D.C.A.
1996) did not address the issue of bad faith, but was simply analyzing whether or not a
person was entitled to attorney's fees under a Florida statute. The Florida courts apparently
-12-

distinguish between omnibus insureds who are entitled to attorney's fees under the statute
and third-party beneficiaries who are not so entitled. Kambara, at 832, n.l. These cases
relied upon by Cannon are inapplicable to an analysis under Utah law as to whether the
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing extends to a claimant. The case ofHammond
v. Grange Mut. Cas. Co.. 1994 WL 521193 (Ohio App. 1994) is likewise inapplicable.
Hammond addressed Ohio law where a breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing
gives rise to a cause of action in tort, which is completely contrary to the Utah law stated in
Beck. An insurer's duty of good faith and fair dealing in Ohio does not arise because of the
contractual relationship between the insurer and the insured.
The Utah Court of Appeals decision is based upon well-established Utah law
concerning the implied covenant. The law in Utah was most recently reiterated by the Utah
Supreme Court in Sperrv v. Sperrv. 1999 UT 101,990 P.2d 3 81. In Sperrv. this Court stated
that "Utah law clearly limits the duty of good faith to first parties to insurance contracts.
Consequently, only a first party can sue for breach of that duty." Sperrv. 1999 UT 101, f 7,
990P.2d381.
Cannon's argument that she was a third-party beneficiary of the contract does not
make her a party to the contract. By definition, a third-party beneficiary is "one for whose
benefit a promise is made in a contract but who is not a party to the contract." Blacks Law
Dictionary. (5th Ed.). Third-party beneficiaries are "recognized as having enforceable rights
created in them by a contract to which they are not parties and for which they give no
consideration." Broadwater v. Old Republic Surety. 854 P.2d 527, 536 (Utah 1993).
-13-

Broadwater is an example of a case where one may benefit from a contract but not be entitled
to sue thereon. Although the plaintiff in Broadwater benefitted from the bond that was
purchased, the bond did not provide her with a right to enforce payment and she was
therefore deemed an incidental beneficiary, who was not entitled to sue on the bond. The
Court of Appeals in the Cannon opinion properly relied upon Sperry. Broadwater, Pixton,
and Savage v. Educators Ins. Co.. 908 P.2d 862 (Utah 1995). The holding in Savage fully
demonstrates the correctness of the Utah Court of Appeals' decision in the instant matter.
Savage stated:
We conclude, as did the Court of Appeals, that an action for breach of the
covenant of good faith and fair dealing may be brought only by a party to the
insurance contract. This conclusion flows naturally from the decisions of this
court in Beck v. Farmers Ins. Exchange. 701 P.2d 795 (Utah 1985), and
Ammerman v. Farmers Ins. Exchange. 430 P.2d 576 (Utah 1967).
Savage, at 865 (emphasis added). In Savage, the injured employee had a contractual, as well
as a statutory, right to sue the insurer for benefits, but was not a party to the contract and did
not have a sufficient contractual relationship to allow a cause of action for bad faith. Like
Savage. Travelers would have an unresolvable conflict if it were deemed to owe Cannon a
contractual duty of good faith and its insured a contractual duty of good faith. The two
parties have diametrically opposed interests. See Savage, at 866; and Sperry. at % 11. While
Cannon ultimately did not pursue a negligence lawsuit against the Andersons, the potential
for such a suit existed.
The Court of Appeals5 decision in this matter is completely consistent with a long line
of Utah cases addressing the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and the issue
-14-

of who is entitled to bring a claim for breach of the duty. Contrary to Cannon's petition,
there is no good reason for this Court to review the Court of Appeals' decision.
In an effort to have the Court of Appeals' decision reviewed by this Court, Cannon
attempts in her petition to raise issues that are different from the issue that was pending
before the Court of Appeals. Cannon contends that her status is akin to that of relatives,
guests, omnibus insureds, and others who may be defined as insureds under different
policies. Cannon continually misses the point that such persons and omnibus insureds may
qualify as insureds under their particular respective policies and that each would need to be
analyzed under the applicable policy. The Utah Court of Appeals properly made such an
analysis in this matter.
The argument by Cannon that an insurance industry expert should be looked to, to
determine whether or not Cannon would have a claim for alleged breach of the implied duty
of good faith and fair dealing is also entirely without merit and was properly rejected by the
Court of Appeals. Expert testimony cannot create a legal duty between Travelers and
Cannon. The duties are created by contract and by law, and the existence or lack of a duty
is a question of law for the court. The testimony of Gary Fye cannot create a legal duty
where none exists. The Court of Appeals correctly concluded that insurance industry
standards do not create a private cause of action. Cannon, ff25, 26.

-15-

POINT III
CANNON'S ARGUMENT THAT SHE IS ENTITLED TO PURSUE A
CLAIM FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES CAUSED BY THE
BREACH OF IMPLIED GOOD FAITH DUTIES PRESUPPOSES THE
EXISTENCE OF GOOD FAITH DUTIES.
Cannon's third point in her petition is that she should be entitled to pursue a claim for
consequential damages proximately caused by Travelers' breach of implied good faith duties.
This was not an issue on appeal. The argument presupposes the existence of good faith
duties and further presupposes the breach of such duties. In Cannon's zeal to present her
petition, she submits that it is unrefuted that Travelers violated numerous good faith duties,
citing to the Gary Fye Affidavits, Cannon's insurance industry expert. Contrary to Cannon's
overreaching representations, Travelers denies violating any good faith duties even if the
good faith duties were owed to Cannon. The issue on appeal was whether the good faith duty
was owed to Cannon. Travelers submits that it acted in good faith and further submits that
Cannon's claim was fairly debatable. Cannon. ^[10. Beck established a fairly debatable
defense to a claim for breach of the implied covenant. See Billings v. Union Bankers Ins.
Co.. 918 P.2d 461, 465 (Utah 1996).
Cannon again reiterates the so-called majority of cases addressing the issue of whether
an insurer owes good faith duties to a med pay claimant. The cases relied upon by Cannon
differ from well-established Utah law in many respects. They should not govern this matter
and did not govern the Court of Appeals' decision in Cannon. Cannon's reliance upon the
other cases on the appeal before the Court of Appeals was misplaced. In Harper v. Wausau

-16-

Ins. Corp.. 66 Cal.Rptr. 2d 64 (Cal. App. 1997), the California court did not address the issue
of whether or not the plaintiff would have a bad faith claim, but merely found that the
plaintiff was a third-party beneficiary. It should also be noted that the court in Harper
acknowledged that the California Supreme Court holds that "a third-party should not be
permitted to enforce covenants made not for his benefit, but rather for others. He is not a
contracting party; his right to performance is predicated on the contracting parties5 intent to
benefit him." Harper, at 68.
In State Farm v. Kambara. 667 So.2d 831 (Fla. 4th D.C.A. 1996) the Florida court did
not even address good faith duties. The court found that State Farm was required to pay
attorney's fees to the med pay claimant pursuant to a particular Florida statute. In this
regard, it must be noted that Travelers paid Cannon her costs, attorney's fees and interest in
connection with the claim to recover medical benefits. This resulted in the final settlement
of the second cause of action of Cannon's first amended complaint and the stipulation and
order of dismissal with prejudice on that claim. (R. 1151 -1154 and App. 3 and 4).
Finally, Donaldson v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co.. 947 F.Supp. 429 (D.Haw. 1996) was also
irrelevant to the instant matter and obviously unimportant to the Court of Appeals decision.
Donaldson involved a claim for automobile no-fault insurance benefits under Hawaii law.
The court found that the claimant was essentially an insured and allowed the bad faith cause
of action. Under Utah law, an automobile no-fault insurance claimant is actually an insured
under the policy and is entitled to sue by virtue of statute and the policy language.
The Court of Appeals in Cannon correctly applied Utah law on the implied covenant
-17-

of good faith and fair dealing. The court also properly addressed and considered the thirdparty beneficiary issue by its determination that the duty of good faith is limited to parties
to the insurance contract. See Sperry v. Sperry, 1999 UT 101,990 P.2d 381; and Savage v.
Educators, 908 P.2d 862 (Utah 1995). Cannon simply misinterprets Sperry and continues
to misinterpret Broadwater. Cannon urges this court to accept certiorari to clarify the
difference between a third-party claimant and an insureds' intended beneficiary. This was
not the issue that presented itself here. The issue in this matter was whether or not Cannon
was a party or privy to the insurance contract as required by Ammerman, Beck, Pixton,
Savage, and now Sperry, in order to sustain a cause of action for insurer bad faith. There is
no need to clarify the difference between a third-party claimant and an intended beneficiary
under Utah law. Utah law regarding third-party claimants, first-party claimants, and thirdparty beneficiaries is clear as set forth in Ammerman, Beck, Pixton, Savage, Ron Case
Roofing v. Blomquist 773 P.2d 1382 (Utah 1989), Broadwater, and Sperry.
CONCLUSION
Petitioner argues for certiorari in this matter on improper and insufficient grounds.
In her zeal to seek review of the Court of Appeals opinion, petitioner raises arguments and
statutes that were not raised at the trial court level and were not raised with the Court of
Appeals. Petitioner further attempts to confuse the actual issue by arguing that the law
involving third-party claimants, first-party claimants, and third-party beneficiaries needs
clarification. The case law in Utah concerning these issues is abundantly clear and does not
need clarification. Cannon was not an insured under the policy and was not a party to the
-18-

insurance contract with Travelers. The Court of Appeals properly determined that Cannon
did not meet the requirement of Utah law that she be a party to the contract in order to bring
a cause of action for insurer bad faith. The law on these issues is well-settled by the Supreme
Court in Ammerman. Beck. Broadwater. Savage, and Sperry. The Petition for Certiorari
should accordingly be denied.
DATED this 2S^day

of March, 2000.

PLANT, WALLACE, CHRISTENSEN & KANELL

^

^Terry M. Plant
John N. Braithwaite
Attorneys for The Travelers Indemnity Company
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was never told bv anyone that she could not have the
document or that it did not exist We therefore hold
that no concealment took place and the concealment
version of the discovery rule did not toll the statute
of limitations after the point in March of 1985 when
Lynda received the documents of conveyance naming
the trust
f 15
Finally, Lynda claims that we cannot decide
the statute of limitations issue as a matter of law
because there were disputed factual issues that were
decided by the jury against Gloria in the special
verdict The answers to this assertion are several
First, it seems clear that when the trial court
submitted the special verdict questions purporting to
address the statute of limitations issues, it was
attempting to protect against havmg to retry the case
should an appellate court find error in the grant of
summary judgment agamst Gloria on this issue
However, this attempt miscarried because the special
verdicts are not phrased m terms appropnate to the
applicable legal standard In the special verdict, the
jury decided that prior to Dr Snow's death, Lynda
did not "know of her rights under the Intervivos Trust
of Glavde V Snow" nor was she "fully aware of all
facts necessary to show that the conveyance of the
[family home] to defendant was a violation of
plaintiffs rights as a beneiiciary of the Intervivos
Trust of Glavde V Snow " However, the standard of
knowledge this verdict assumes is necessary, is far
higher than what is actually required As discussed
above, all that is needed to toll the statute of
limitations is a finding that through reasonable
investigation, the plaintiff could have determined
that there was reason to believe there had been a
breach of trust The special verdict was not written
with this standard m mind and no instructions were
given to the jury on the statute of limitations and
discovery rule issues Therefore, we conclude that
the jury did not consider and resolve any factual
issues that would establish that the statute of
limitations did not begm to run until 1993 Second,
even if the court submitted issues to the jury on the
premise that some facts were in dispute, those
disputed facts are not dispositive here Our decision
today addresses the correctness of the denial ot
Gloria's motion for summary judgment on the statute
of limitations issue, a motion made before trial and
one that assumes the facts m a posture most
favorable to Lynda And we find those facts
insufficient to warrant the trial court's demal of
Gloria's motion
TJ16
In conclusion, we hold that as a matter of
law, the statute of limitations period of four years
had run when Lynda filed her claim We fmd the
discovery rule does not operate to bar Gloria's
assertion of the statute Lvnda had adequate notice to
inquire as to the terms of the Glayde V Snow Trust,
which would have led to the discovery of her rights
We deem this notice to have occurred when she
received the documents from Mr Gamble, which
mentioned the Glayde V Snow Trust The statute of
limitations period began m March of 1985 and closed
m March of 1989 Since Lynda's claim was filed on
January 5,1994, it is barred 2
117
We, therefore, reverse

Zimmerman's opinion
«[19
Justice Stewart heard the arguments but
retired before he could act on the opinion
1 For the purposes of this opinion, we assume Lynda has
standing to bring suit
2 Since we reverse on the statute of limitations issue, we do not
address any of the other issues Gloria raised on appeal
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JACKSON, Judge:
*[ 1 Carla Cannon appeals from the trial court's grant
ot summary judgment to Travelers Insurance
Company (Travelers) We affirm
BACKGROUND
12 "In reviewing a grant of summary judgment, we
consider the facts in the light most favorable to the
nonmoving party, here the appellantQ " Parker v
Dodgion, 971 P 2d 496,496-97 (Utah 1998)
«[3 OnAugust 16,1992, Cannon went to the home of
her relatives, Scott and Jessehe Anderson (the
Andersons) Cannon's ten-year-old mece, Heidi
Anderson, greeted Cannon by jumping up on her,
putting her arms around Cannon's neck and her legs
around Cannon's waist Cannon contends Heidi's
actions caused her immediate back pam and injury
Cannon then went to her parents' home, told mem
about the injury, and went to bed, unable to move
normally Cannon did not mention the injury to the
Andersons, nor did Jessehe Anderson notice anything
amiss when Heidi greeted Cannon Further, Cannon's
mother stronglv urged Cannon not to tell the
Andersons about the injury because she was
concerned about unrelated litigation, involving the
estate of a deceased family member, in which the
Andersons were expected to testify
f 18
Chief Justice Howe, Associate Chief Justice *[4 Bv late November 1992, Cannon's condition had
Durham and Justice Russon concur in Justice
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worsened and needed medical attention When her
physician recommended surgery, Cannon told the
Andersons about the injury and asked them about
possible coverage under their homeowi ^rs insurance
policy rhe Andersons checked with their agent, who
told them that Travelers would not pay Cannons
medical expenses
^5 Cannon had back surgery on December 9, 1992
The surgery was only partially successful, and she
still has nerve pam, leg problems, and other
'disabilities On December 21, 1992, Cannon
submitted a claim to Travelers to have her medical
bills paid under the medical payment coverage of the
•Andersons' homeowners pohc> Travelers contends
it did not receive the December 21 letter until
January 5,1993 Travelers's adjuster, Tom Day, then
contacted the Andersons, who said they did not learn
about the claim until December 1992, and that thev
thought Cannon might have injured her back m a
sporting event or by lifting her invalid father
^6 Day initially concluded that Cannon's injuries
were not sustained on the insured premises By the
'end of January 1993, Cannon had signed a medical
release to allow Travelers to obtain her medical
records By mid-February, Cannon gave Travelers a
statement from her physician, which stated that the
August 1992 mcident could have led to the later disc
rupture and need for surgery Travelers rejected
Cannon's claim on the ground that there was no
medical certainty that Cannon's injurv occurred on
the insured premises Although Cannon said her
parents and other witnesses could verifv that the
injury occurred on the day m question, Day did not
contact Cannon's parents or the other witnesses
f7 On April 21, 1993, Travelers took a recorded
statement from Cannon On June 14, 1993, Dav
offered to settle for a portion of Cannon's medical
payments claim, on the condition that she release her
potential liability claim agamst the Andersons
Cannon did not accept Travelers's offer, stating that
she would only accept the medical payment benefits
unconditionally Thereafter, m August 1993,
Travelers sent Cannon two checks totaling $352 20,
which Cannon cashed
18 Cannon contends that even though she repeatedly
tried to communicate with Travelers, the company's
onlv response after June 1993 was to send the two
checks m August Accordmgly, Cannon retained
counsel On October 4, 1994, Cannon filed a
complaint alleging four causes of action She argued
(1) she was an unnamed insured and thus entitled to
receive a copy of the Andersons' policv from
Travelers, (2) Travelers breached the express and
implied terms of the policy by failing to pay Cannon
the medical payments policv limit, <3) Travelers
breached its duty of good faith and fau dealing, and
(4) Travelers breached insurance regulation statutes
and rules, industry standards, and its own internal
policies About two months after Cannon filed this
complaint, Travelers gave her a copy of the
Andersons' insurance policy
19 On June 9,1995, Cannon submitted a settlement
proposal to Travelers The proposal mcluded
affidavits from Cannon's parents and her sister,
explaining why Cannon did not complam to the
Andersons for several months, and providmg
evidence that Cannon had told her parents about the

]__
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incident and had complained of back pam on the
evening of the mcident Shortlv thereafter, on Julv
18, 1995, Travelers paid Cannon the full medical
pavments limit of $10,000
110
Travelers moved for summary judgment on
Julv 14, 1997 Travelers argued that there was no
further claim for breach of the express contract terms
after payment of the medical expenses, that there was
no claim for breach of an implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing because Cannon had no
contractual privity with Travelers, and that the
validity of Cannon's claim was fairly debatable A
hearing on the motion was held on November 10,
1997 The court ruled that the first and third causes
of action of Cannon's first amended complamt would
be dismissed on the ground that Cannon lacked
contractual pnvitv with Travelers and was not
defined as an insured in the policy Further, the court
ruled that the right to sue for medical benefits,
without contractual privity, did not give rise to the
covenant of good faith and fair dealmg that exists
between parties to the contract
^11
The court also dismissed Cannon's fourth
cause of action, ruling that alleged violations of the
Utah Unfair Claim Settlement Practices statutes and
rules do not give nse to a pnvate cause of action On
Cannon's second cause of action, for breach of the
express policy terms, the court ruled that the broad
consequential damages sought were not available for
breach of the express terms It denied the motion to
the extent that Cannon sought attorney fees and
litigation expenses incurred m pursuing her claim for
reimbursement of medical expenses, and further
sought interest on the medical expenses up to the
pomt when they were paid
*[12
The court's order granting partial summary
judgment was entered on December 10, 1997
Cannon and Travelers later settled the remaining part
of the second cause of action The parties therefore
stipulated to an Order of Dismissal with prejudice on
the remaining claim, and the Order of Dismissal was
entered by the court on April 30, 1998
ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
•[13
Cannon presents four issues on appeal Fust,
she argues the trial court erred when it ruled that she
was a third-partv insured, and not a first party
insured under the Andersons' policy Second, she
argues the trial court erred when it ruled that
Travelers did not owe her a dutv of good faith and
fair dealmg m regard to her medical payments claim
Third, she contends the trial court erred when it ruled
that there was no pnvate cause of action arising from
statutes, regulations, industry standards, and
Travelers's own internal standards Finally, she
argues the trial court erroneously ruled that Cannon
could not recover consequential and other damages
^14
'"Summary judgment is appropriate only
when no genume issue of material fact exists and tne
movmg party is entitled to judgment as a matter of
law'" Parker v Dodgwn, 971 P 2d 496, 497 (Utah
1998) citation omitted) "We view the facts and
inferei e s i n a light most favorable to the losmg
party[,]" and we will affirm the judgment only
"where there is no genume dispute as to a material
fact or where, viewing the facts as contended by the
losmg party, the moving party is entitled to judgment
as a matter of law " Pixton v State Farm Mut Auto
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Further along, in a section entitled "Duties of
Ins Co , 809 P 2d 746, 748 (Utah Ct App 1991) *! 19
"Because the question of whether summarv judgment an Injured Person - Coverage F - Medical Payments
is appropriate is a question of law, we accord no to Others," the policy states that '[t]he injured person
deference to the trial courtH Parker, 971 P 2d at 497 or someone actmg tor the injured person' must give
Travelers "written proof of claim, under oath if
ANALYSIS
required, as soon as is practical," and "authorize
L Whether Cannon is an Insured Under the
[Travelers] to obtain copies of medical reports and
Policy
f 15
Cannon first takes issue with the trial court's records " It provides further that "[t]he injured person
determination that she was not an insured under the will submit to a physical exam by a doctor of our
policy Instead, she contends she is a first-party choice when and as often as we reasonably require '
Nowhere does the policy mdicate that an
insured We disagree '"We use the term 'first party" *[20
to refer to an insurance agreement where the insurer injured person claiming benefits under Coverage F is
agrees to pay claims submitted to it by the insured an msured under the policy Rather, the policy clearly
for losses suffered bv the insured'" Sperrv v Sperry, defines who is a "named msured," gives several
1999 UT 101,1 8, 381 Utah Adv Rep 27 (quoting alternate definitions for "msured," and plainly refers
Beck v Farmers Ins Exch , 701 P 2d 795, 798 n 2 to potential Coverage F claimants as "injured
(Utah 1985)) Cannon does not argue that she was a persons " In short, "[i]t follows from the terminology
part> to the contract, nor does she contend that she employed by this contract that persons entitled to
are not 'insureds' under
was m contractual privity with a party to the contract medical payment benefits
Rather, she contends that (1) the policy language is the contract" Donald v Liberty 2Mut Ins Co , 18
ambiguous and militates m favor of a finding that she F3d 474, 478 (7th Cir 1994) Accordingly, we
is an insured, (2) she should be considered an conclude the trial court correctly determined Cannon
insured in light of industry practice, and (3) public is not an msured under the plam language of the
policy weighs m favor of finding her an insured policy
under the policy
IL Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
Our determination that Cannon is not an
116
"Insurance policies are merely contracts and 121
should thus be interpreted under the same rules msured under the policy decides the issue of whether
governing ordinary contracts" Village Inn she was owed a duty of good faith and fan: dealmg as
Apartments v State Farm Fire & Cas Co , 790 P 2d a party to the insurance contract It is well settled
581,582 (Utah Ct App 1990) "Whether a contract that the duty of good faith and fair dealmg runs to
is ambiguous is a question of law," which we review parties to an insurance contract or then* privies
for correctness Id "If a contract is determined to be See Sperry v Sperry, 1999 UT 101, 1 7, 381 Utah
unambiguous, its mterpretation is also a question of Adv Rep 27, Broadwater-v Old Republic Sur ,854
P 2d 527, 535-36 (Utah 1993), Pixton v State Farm
lawH Id
1(17
We conclude the policy is unambiguous Mut Auto Ins Co , 809 P 2d 746, 749 (Utah Ct
regarding Cannon's purported status as a first-party App 1991) The duty is created by the contract
insured Nothing m the policy's language mdicates between the parties See Savage v Educators Ins
that Cannon is a first-party insured Nor do we find Co , 908 P 2d 862, 866 (Utah 1995) In the case of
support for Cannon's assertion that she is an first-party insurance contracts, the duty of good faith
"unnamed insured" or just an "insured " The "named is "the essence of what the msured has bargained and
insureds" listed on the declarations page are the paid for " Beck v Farmers Ins Exch , 701 P 2d 795,
Andersons Throughout the policy, as defined on the 801 (Utah 1985) Because Cannon is not a party to
first page, the words "'you' and 'your1 refer to the the contract, she is not owed a duty of3 good faith and
NAMED INSURED shown m the Declarations ' fair dealmg as a first-party msured Also, because
"Insured" is defined as "you and residents of your Cannon is not owed a duty ot good faith and fair
household who are a vour relatives, or b other dealmg, consequential damages are not available to
persons under the age of 21 and m the care of any her See Billings v Union Bankers Ins Co , 918 P 2d
person named above " "Insured" is further defined, 461,466 (Utah 1996)
under the property and liability coverages, as "any
DDL Private Cause of Action
ADDITIONAL INSURED named in the Declarations 122
Finally, Cannon argues the trial court erred
but onlv with respect to CoverageQ F and only for the when it granted Travelers summary judgment on her
'residence premises'"
fourth cause of action, ruling that the "alleged
1 18
Coverage F, the medical payments provision, violations of the Utah Unfair Claims Settlement
reads m relevant part as follows
Practices statutes and rules do not give rise to any
COVERAGE
F
- MEDICAL
pnvate cause of action " We agree with Travelers
PAYMENTS TO OTHERS
that these statutes and rules do not create a pnvate
We will pay the necessary medical expenses
cause of action '"A fundamental rule of statutory
that are incurred or medicallv ascertained
construction is that statutes are to be construed
within three years from the date of an
according to then- plam language '" Arndt v First
accident causing 'bodily injury ' Medical
Interstate Bank, 1999 UT 31, «[ 10, 378 Utah Adv
expenses means reasonable charges for
Rep 22 (quotmg O'Keefe v Utah State Retirement
medical, surgical, x-ray, dental, ambulance,
Bdy 956 P2d 279, 281 (Utah 1998)) "We do not
hospital, professional nursing, prosthetic
look bevond the plam language unless we find
devices and funeral services This coverage
ambiguity " Olsen v Samuel Mclntvre Inv Co , 956
does not apply to you or regular residents of
P 2d 257,259 (Utah 1998)
your household except
'residence
123
Section 31 A-26-303(5), which defines "unfair
employees "
claim settlement practices," states plainly that "[t]his
UTAH ADVANCE REPORTS
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section does not create any private cause of action " law, "the dutv ot good faith [is limited] to first parties to
Utah Code Ann § 31A- 26-303(5) (1999) Thus, insurance contracts "Sperryv Sperry, 1999 UT 101,^7,381
UtahAdv Rep 27
simply by examining the plam language of the 4. Moreover, the statute also provides that the specified
statute, we conclude the trial court correctlv ruled practices are "unfair claim settlement practicefs] if committed
that Travelers's alleged breach of section 31A-26-303 or performed with such frequency as to indicate a general
created no private cause of action 4
business practice bv an insurer ' Utah Code Ann
^24
Similarly, Rule 590-89-3 of the §3iA-26-303(3) (1999) This "statutory scheme [is] ill
Administrative Code defmes the scope of the Unfair designed for a pnvate cause of action" Morris v American
Mut Ins Co, 386 N W 2d 233, 237 (Minn 1986),
Claims Settlement Practices Rules 5 It states, agam Family
and in fact, Cannon has not argued that Travelers has a
quite plainly, that "[t]his rule is regulatory in nature "general business practice" of engaging in unfair claims
and is not mtended to create a pnvate right of settlement practices
action " Utah Admin Code 590-89-3 (1996), see, 5. The Unfair Claims Settlement Practices Rules were
e.g ,\IoradiShalalv Fireman's Fund Ins. Cos., 758 rewritten and renumbered effective September 1, 1999
P2d 58, 63-64 (Cal 1988), Morns v American Nonetheless, our result would be the same under either version
Family Mut Ins. Co , 386 N W 2d 233, 235 (Minn The new Rule 590-190-2, like its predecessor, states plainly
that it "is regulatory in nature and is not mtended to create any
1986) ("The great majority [of similar provisions] pnvate nght of action." Utah Admin Code 590-190-2 (1999)
have been held not to create a pnvate cause of
action") Rather, the purpose of the Rule is to
"affirmatively estabhshf] standards of equity and
Cite as
good faith to guide licensees [and] encourage future
387 Utah Adv. Rep. 51
self- regulation of the insurance industrv " Utah
Admin Code 590-89-2 (1996) (emphasis added)
IN THE
^25
Finally, we are unpersuaded by Cannon's
UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
contention that insurance industry standards or
Travelers's own internal policies create a pnvate State of Utah, in the interest of C.K and J.K,
cause of action Accordingly, we affirm the trial persons under eighteen years of age.
court's grant of summary judgment to Travelers on
Cannon's fourth cause of action
STATE OF UTAH,
Appellant,
CONCLUSION
126
Cannon is neither a first-party insured nor an v.
"unnamed insured" under the poLcy issued by C.K and S.K,
Appellees.
Travelers to the Andersons Thus, she is not owed a
duty of good faith and fair dealmg, and consequential
damages are not available to her Accordingly, we No. 990068-CA
affirm the tnal court's grant of summary judgment on I FILED: January 27, 2000
Cannon's first, second, and third causes of action 2000 UTApp 011
Finally, neither the Unfair Claims Settlement
Practices statutes and administrative rules, insurance I Third District Juvenile, Salt Lake Department
industry practice, nor Travelers's own internal The Honorable Joseph W Anderson
policies create a pnvate cause of action m Cannon
We therefore affirm the tnal court's grant of summary ATTORNEYS
judgment on Cannon's fourth cause of action
Jan Graham and John Peterson, Salt Lake City,
for Appellant
Norman H Jackson, Judge
Scott L Wiggins, Salt Lake City, for Appellee
C K Jonn E Laherty, Salt Lake City, for Appellee
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WE CONCUR
SK
Russell W Bench, Judge
Martha Pierce, Salt Lake City, Guardian Ad
Litem
Michael J Wilkins, Judge
Before Judges Greenwood, Bench, and Billmgs
1. Justice Wilkins heard the arguments in this case and
participated in its resolution prior to his swearing-in as a
member of the Utah Supreme Court
2. Cannon also argues that the definition of "insured," for
purposes of the liability section, as "any additional insured
named in the Declarations but only wiih respect to Coveragef]
P creates an ambiguity, in light of the fact that Coverage F
"does not apply to [the named insured] " We do not find this
argument persuasive In this case, there were no "additional
insureds" named in the declarations, so the alternate definition
of "insured" has no relevance However, the pohev could have
contained "additional insureds" listed in the Declarations, in
which case the alternate definition would have meaning We
fail to see how these provisions, when viewed as a whole, are
ambiguous, or how thev would somehow bring Cannon within
the ambit of the policy as an "addition il insured" or "unnamed
insured"
3. Cannon also argues she is owed a c iry of good faith and fair
dealing as a third-party beneficiarv ot the insurance contract
However, our supreme court has clearlv stated that under Utah

This opinion is subject to revision before final
publication in the Pacific Reporter
GREENWOOD, Presiding Judge:
11 The State appeals the juvenile court's denial of its
petition to terminate S K ' s (Mother's) parental rights
to C K and J K We affirm
RELEVANT FACTS
12 C K (Father) and Mother are the natural parents
of C K , a ten-year-old boy, and J K , a nine-year-old
boy Father and Mother divorced, and Mother had
custody of the children Mother then married Mark
Garrard, who also had custody of three of his own
children Mr Garrard brought those children to live
in the home with Mother, C K , and J K Another
child, R G , was later born to Mother and Mr
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^ DISTRICT COURT

Third Judicial District

DEC f 0 1997
SALT LA.

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
CARLA CANNON,
Plaintiff,

)

ORDER GRANTING
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT

v.
Civil No. 940906295PI
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY
COMPANY,

]
i

Judge William A. Thome

Defendant.
The motion for summary judgment filed by Defendant, The
Travelers Indemnity Company, came on for hearing before the Court
pursuant to notice on Monday, November 10, 1997, at 10:00 a.m.,
with the Honorable William A. Thome presiding.

Defendant The

Travelers Indemnity Company was represented by its counsel, John N.
Braithwaite, and Plaintiff Carla Cannon was represented by her
counsel, L. Rich Humpherys and Nathan D. Alder. The Court, having
considered the motion for summary judgment, having reviewed the
memoranda

and exhibits

filed in support of the motion, the

memoranda, affidavits and exhibits filed in opposition to the
motion, having heard arguments of counsel, being fully advised as
to the matters at issue, and finding good cause therefor,

1

HEREBY ORDERS:
1.

That the Defendant's motion for summary judgment on the

First Cause of Action of the Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint is
granted and said cause of action is dismissed with prejudice and on
the merits.

The Court grants the motion for summary judgment on

the First Cause of Action on the ground that the Plaintiff lacks
contractual privity with the Defendant and is not defined as an
insured in the policy, and that the Plaintiff cannot maintain the
action without being a party to the insurance contract or being
defined as an insured under the policy.

The Court finds that a

right to sue for medical benefits, without contractual privity,
does not give rise to the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
that exists between parties to the contract. The Court finds that
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and the Defendant
is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law dismissing the
First Cause of Action with prejudice and on the merits.
2.

That the Defendant's motion for summary judgment on the

Second Cause of Action of the Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint
is denied to the extent that the Plaintiff seeks attorney's fees
and

litigation

reimbursement

expenses

incurred

in pursuing

her

claim

for

of medical expenses up to the point when the

$10,000.00 policy limit for medical expenses was paid, and further
seeks interest on the medical expenses up to the point when they
were paid.

The motion for summary judgment is granted on the

remaining part of the Second Cause of Action, which seeks other
consequential damages, and the same is dismissed with prejudice and
2

on the merits, there being no genuine issue as to any material
fact. The broad consequential damages sought are not available for
breach of express terms of the contract,
3.

That the Defendant's motion for summary judgment on the

Third Cause of Action of the Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint is
granted and said cause of action is dismissed with prejudice and on
the merits.

The Court grants the motion for summary judgment on

the Third Cause of Action on the ground that the Plaintiff lacks
privity of contract with the Defendant and that an action for
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing may be
brought only by a party to the insurance contract. The Court finds
that the Plaintiff was not a party to the insurance contract, and
further is not defined as an insured in the policy.

The Court

finds that the right to sue for medical expenses under the policy
does not give rise to the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
that exists between parties to the contract. The court finds that
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and the Defendant
is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law dismissing the
Third Cause of Action and all claims of the Plaintiff for alleged
breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing with
prejudice and on the merits.
4.

That the Defendant's motion for summary judgment on the

Fourth Cause of Action of the Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint
is granted and said cause of action is dismissed with prejudice and
on the merits. The Court grants the motion for summary judgment on
3

the Fourth Cause of Action on the ground that alleged violations of
the Utah Unfair Claim Settlement Practices statutes and rules do
not give rise to any private cause of action. The Court finds that
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and the Defendant
is entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law dismissing the
Fourth Cause of Action with prejudice and on the merits.
Dated this /O

^day of

^fc^-~

, 1997
BY THE COURT:

Hontoaj^tfe W i l l i V m & . T h o r n e
Thirjd M s t i f l b t . " <;odi:t J u d g e

^ - 2 £L**H

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

CRYS
C a r l a Cannon
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175 South West Temple, Suite 510
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
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Terry M. Plant, Bar No. 2 610
John N. Braithwaite, Bar No. 4544
HANSON, EPPERSON & WALLACE
Attorneys for Travelers Indemnity Company
4 Triad Center, Suite 500
Post Office Box 2970
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110-2970
Telephone: (801) 363-7611

Third Juciicj^1 0,o,.;ct

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
CARLA CANNON,
Plaintiff,

)
>
)

STIPULATION AND MOTION FOR
ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH
PREJUDICE

v.
Civil No. 940906295PI
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY
COMPANY,

Defendant.

]
Judge William A. Thorne

]

Plaintiff Carla Cannon, through her counsel, L. Rich
Humpherys, and Defendant The Travelers Indemnity Company, through
its counsel, John N. Braithwaite, hereby stipulate and agree that
the parties have settled the remaining portion of the Second
Cause of Action of Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint and that
the remaining portion of the Second Cause of Action should
accordingly be dismissed with prejudice and on the merits.
The settlement of said claim included the payment of
Plaintiff's claim for costs and attorney's fees in connection
with the claim to recover the medical benefits under the oolicy,

and no further costs or attorney's fees should be awarded in
connection with this dismissal.

This stipulation for dismissal

is intended to apply only to Plaintiff's claims for attorney's
fees, costs, expenses and interest arising from the Plaintiff's
claim for recovery of medical expenses as set forth in the Second
Cause of Action of the First Amended Complaint, and does not
affect Plaintiff's right to appeal the dismissal of Plaintiff's
claims previously dismissed by this Court on December 10, 1997.
The parties jointly move the Court for an order dismissing
the remaining Second Cause of Action with prejudice and upon the
merits in accordance with this stipulation.
Dated this f/j^

day of

/fyy^S

, 1998.

/

CHRISTENSEN & JENSEN, P.C.

Attorneys for Plaintlfir/
Carla Cannon

Dated this

/ 7 ^ d a y of

A/pn

I

/ 1998.

HANSON, EPPERSON & WALLACE, P.C.

By:

\J^yl

'/ &AsuA^/*;S^

J0HN N. BRAITHWAITE
Attorney for Defendant,
The Travelers Indemnity Company
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Terry M. Plant, Bar No. 2610
John N. Braithwaite, Bar No. 4544
HANSON, EPPERSON & WALLACE
Attorneys for Travelers Indemnity Company
4 Triad Center, Suite 500
Post Office Box 2970
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110-2970
Telephone: (801) 363-7611
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IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
CARLA CANNON,

ORDER OF DISMISSAL WITH
PREJUDICE AND ON THE MERITS
Plaintiff,

v.

Civil No. 940906295PI

THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY
COMPANY,

Judge William A. Thorne

Defendant.
Based upon the stipulation and motion of the parties, and
finding good cause therefore,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the
remaining portion of Plaintiff's Second Cause of Action contained
in Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint is dismissed with
prejudice and on the merits, the parties having resolved the
claim by agreement.

No costs or attorney's fees are awarded to

either party in connection with dismissal of the Second Cause of
Action.

This dismissal shall apply only to Plaintiff's claims

for attorney's fees, costs, expenses and interest arising from
the Plaintiff's claim for medical benefits as set forth in the

Second Cause of Action of the First Amended Complaint, and does
not affect Plaintiff's right to appeal the dismissal of
Plaintiff's claims previously dismissed by this Court on December
10, 1997.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that there is no further claim
remaining in this matter for adjudication by this Court, and this
order, together with the Order Granting Partial Summary Judgment,
dated December 10, 1997, is the final order of this Court in this
action.
DATED this 3<Q " day of

^\,^.s

/

1998.

BY THE COURT:

HONORABLE WILLIAM AJ. |HORNE
THIRD DISTRICT COURT JTUDGE
1

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

L. RICH HUMPHERYS /
~7j
Attorney for Carla Cannori
M

.'^
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AGREEMENT
For payment of premiums when due, and subject
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amounts of insurance (limits of liability) you
have chosen are also shown there. The Declarations is a part of this policy.
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DEFINITIONS
In this policy, "you" and "your" refer to the
NAMED INSURED shown in the Declarations and
the spouse if a resident of the same household.
"We", "us" and "our" refer to the member company of The Travelers providing this insurance
and shown as the INSURER in the Declarations.
In addition, certain other words and phrases,
when printed in quotation marks, have specific
meanings when used in this policy. These are defined as follows:
1. "bodily injury" means bodily harm, sickness or disease, including required care,
loss of services and death that results.
"Bodily injury" also includes "personal injury".
2. "business" includes trade, profession or
occupation.
3. "clerical office employee" means an employee whose duties are clerical and
wholly confined to an office. It does not
mean any "insured" who owns or financially controls a "business" or who is a
partner or member of a partnership that
owns or financially controls a "business".
4. "insured" means you and residents of
your household who are:
1

a. your relatives; or
b. other persons under the age of 21 and in
the care of any person named above.
Under Section II, "insured" also means:
c. with respect to animals or watercraft to
which this policy applies, any person or
organization legally responsible for
these animals or watercraft which are
owned by you or any person included in
4.a. or 4.b. above. A person or organization using or having custody of these
animals or watercraft in the course of
any "business" or without consent of
the owner is not an "insured";
d. with respect to any vehicle to which
this policy applies:
(1) persons while engaged in your employ or that of any person included
in 4.a. or 4.b. above; or
(2) other persons using the vehicle on
an "insured location" with your
consent.
Under Sections I and II, "insured" also includes;
e. any ADDITIONAL INSURED named in
the Declarations but only with respect
to Coverages A, B, E and F and only for
the "residence premises".
5. "insured location" means:
a. the "residence premises";
b. the part of other premises, other structures and grounds used by you as a residence and:
(1) which is shown in the Declarations
as an ADDITIONAL RESIDENCE; or
(2) which is acquired by you during the
policy period for your use as a residence;
c. any premises used by you in connection
with a premises in 5.a. or 5.b. above;
d. any part of a premises:
(1) not owned by an "insured"; and
(2) where an "insured" is temporarily
residing;
2

6.

7.

8.

9.

e. vacant land,' other than farm land,
owned by or renced to an "insured";
f. land owned by or rented to an "insured"
on which a one or two family dwelling is
being built as a residence for an "insured";
g. individual or family cemetery plots or
burial vaults of an "insured";
h. any part of a premises occasionally
rented to an "insured" for other than
"business" use; or
i. any premises owned by you and rented
to others for use as a residence by not
more than two families if shown in the
Declarations as a ONE OR TWO FAMILY
DWELLING RENTED TO OTHERS.
"occurrence" means an accident, including continuous or repeated exposure to
substantially the same general harmful
conditions, which results, during the policy
period, in:
a. "bodily injury"; or
b. "property damage".
"personal injury" means injury arising
out of one or more of the following offenses:
a. false arrest, detention or imprisonment,
or malicious prosecution;
b. libel, slander or defamation of character; or
c. invasion of privacy, wrongful eviction
or wrongful entry.
"property damage" means physical injury
to, destruction of, or loss of use of tangible
property.
"residence employee" means:
a. an employee of an "insured" whose duties are related to the maintenance or
use of the "residence premises", including household or domestic services; or
b. one who performs similar duties elsewhere not related to the "business" of
an "insured".
3

10 "residence premises" medns
a the one family dwelling, other struc
tures, and grounds; or
b that part of any other building,
where you reside and which is shown as
the "residence premises" in the Declarations
"Residence premises" also means a two
family dwelling where you reside in at
least one of the family units and which is
shown as the RESIDENCE PREMISES in
the Declarations

The limit of liability for this coverage will not be
more than 10% of the limit of liability that applies to Coverage A, unless an amount is shown
in the Declarations for Coverage B Use of this
coverage does not reduce the Coverage A limit of
liability

COVERAGE C—PERSONAL PROPERTY
We cover personal property owned or used by an
"insured" while it is anywhere in the world At
your request, we will cover personal property
owned by
1 others while the property is on the part of
the "residence premises" occupied by an
"insured",

COVERAGE A—DWELLING
We cover
L the dwelling on the "residence premises"
shown in the Declarations, including structures attached to the dwelling; and
2 materials and supplies located on or next
to the "residence premises" used to construct, alter or repair the dwelling or other
structures on the "residence premises"
This coverage does not apply to land, including
land on which the dwelling is located, except as
provided under Additional Coverage 11 Land.
COVERAGE B—OTHER STRUCTURES
We cover other structures on the "residence
premises" set apart from the dwelling by clear
space. This includes structures connected to the
dwelling by only a fence, utility line, or similar
connection
This coverage does not apply to land, including
land on which the other structures are located,
except as provided under Additional Coverage
11. Land.
We do not cover other structures:
1. used in whole or in part for "business"
This does not include the incidental and
temporary storage of "business" property;
2. rented or held for rental to any person not
a tenant of the dwelling, unless used solely
as a private residence or pnvate garage.

2 a guest or a "residence employee", while
the property is in any residence occupied
by an "insured"
Our limit of liability for personal property usually located at an "insured's" residence, other
than the "residence premises", is 10% of the limit
of liability for Coverage C, or $1,000, whichever
is greater Personal property in a newly acquired
principal residence is not subject to this limitation.
Special Limits of Liability. These limits do not increase the Coverage C limit of liability The special limit for each numbered category below is
the total limit for each loss for all property in
that category.
1. $1,000 on money, bank notes, bullion, gold
other than goldware, silver other than
silverware, platinum, coins and medals
2. $5,000 on securities, accounts, deeds, evidences of debt, letters of credit, notes
other than bank notes, manuscripts, personal records, passports, tickets and
stamps. This dollar limit applies to these
categories regardless of the medium (such
as paper or computer software) on which
the material exists.
However, when this property is located in
an off premises commercial or bank vault
or safety deposit box this special limit of
liability does not apply.

This limit includes the cost to research, replace or restore the information from the
lost or damaged material.
3. $2,500 on watercraft, including their trailers, furnishings, equipment and outboard
motors.
4. $3,000 on trailers not used with watercraft.
5. $5,000 for loss by theft, misplacing or losing of jewelry, watches, furs, precious and
semi-precious stones.
6. $6,000 for loss by theft, misplacing or losing of firearms.
7. $10,000 for loss by theft, misplacing or losing of silverware, silver-plated ware,
goldware,
gold-plated
ware
and
pewterware. This includes flatware, hollowware, tea sets, trays and trophies made
of or including silver, gold or pewter.
8. $10,000 on property, on the "residence
premises", used at any time or in any manner for any "business" purpose.
9. $1,000 on property, away from the "residence premises", used at any time or in
any manner for any "business" purpose.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

We do cover vehicles or conveyances not
subject to motor vehicle registration which
are:
a. used to service an "insured's" residence; or
b. designed for assisting the handicapped;
aircraft and parts. Aircraft means any contrivance used or designed for flight, except
model or hobby aircraft not used or designed to carry people or cargo;
property of roomers, boarders and other
tenants, except property of roomers and
boarders related to an "insured";
property in an apartment regularly rented
or held for rental to others by an "insured";
property rented or held for rental to others
off the "residence premises";
"business" data, including such data
stored in:
<*. books of account, drawings or other paper records; or
b. electronic data processing tapes, wires,
records, discs or other software media.
However, we do cover the cost of blank recording or storage media, and of pre-recorded computer programs available on
the retail market.
credit cards or fund transfer cards except
as provided in Additional Coverage 6.
We do not cover food in a refrigerator or
freezer except as provided in Additional
Coverage 13.

Property Not Covered. We do not cover:
1. articles separately described and specifically insured in this or other insurance except as provided in Coverage Y, if applicable;
2. animals, birds or fish;
3. motor vehicles or all other motorized land
conveyances. This includes the following
while in or upon the vehicle or conveyance:
a. equipment and accessories; or
b. radio receivers, transmitters, transceivers, telephones, tape decks, or other
similar electronic equipment, if designed to operate from the electrical
system of the vehicle or conveyance.
This includes accessories, antennas,
tapes, wires or discs for use with such
equipment.

COVERAGE D—LOSS OF USE
L If a loss covered under Section I makes
that part of the "residence premises"
where you reside not fit to live in, we
cover, at your choice, either of the following. However, if the "residence premises"
is not your principal place of residence, we
will not provide the option under paragraph b. below.
a. Additional Living Expense, meaning
any necessary increase in living ex-

6

7

9.
10.

penses incurred 4 by you so that your
household can maintain its normal standard of living; or
b. Fair Rental Value, meaning the fair
rental value of that part of the "residence premises'* where you reside less
any expenses that do not continue while
the premises is not fit to live in.
Payment under a. or b. will be for the
shortest time required to repair or replace
the damage or, if you permanently relocate, the shortest time required for your
household to settle elsewhere.
2. If a loss covered under Section I makes
that part of the "residence premises"
rented to others or held for rental by you
not fit to live in, we cover the:
Fair Rental Value, meaning the fair
rental value of that part of the "residence premises'1 rented to others or held
for rental by you less any expenses that
do not continue while the premises is
not fit to live in.
Payment will be for the shortest time required to repair or replace that part of the
premises rented or held for rental.
3. If a civil authority prohibits you from use
of the "residence premises1' as a result of
direct damage to neighboring premises by
a Peril Insured Against in this policy, We
cover the Additional Living Expense or
Fair Rental Value loss provided under 1
and 2 above for no more than 30 days.
The periods of time under 1, 2 and 3 above are
not limited by expiration of this policy.
We do not cover loss or expense due to cancellation of a lease or agreement.
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES
1. Debris Removal. We will pay your reasonable
expense for the removal of:
a. debris of covered property if a Peril Insured Against that applies to the damaged property causes the loss; or
b. ash, dust or particles from a volcanic
eruption that has caused direct loss to a
8

building or property contained in a building.
We will also pay your reasonable expense
for the removal from the "residence premises" of:
a. your tree felled by the peril of Windstorm
or Hail;
b. your tree felled by the peril of Weight of
Ice, Snow or Sleet; or
c. a neighbor's tree felled by a Peril Insured
Against under Coverage C;
provided the tree damages a covered structure.
2. Reasonable Repairs, We will pay the reasonable cost incurred by you for necessary repairs made solely to protect covered property from further damage if a Peril Insured
Against causes the loss. This coverage does
not increase the limit of liability that applies
to the property being repaired.
3. Trees, Shrubs and Other Plants. We cover
trees, shrubs, plants or lawns on the "residence premises'*, for loss caused by the following Perils Insured Against: Fire or lightning, Explosion, Riot or civil commotion,
Aircraft, Vehicles not owned or operated by
a resident of the "residence premises'', Vandalism or malicious mischief or Theft.
The limit of liability for this coverage will
not be more than 5% of the limit of liability
that applies to the dwelling or more than
$1,000 for any one tree, shrub or plant. We
do not cover property grown for "business"
purposes.
This coverage is additional insurance.
4. Fire Department Service Charge. We will pay
up to $1,000 for your liability assumed by
contract or agreement for fire department
charges incurred when the fire department is
called to save or protect covered property
from a Peril Insured Against.
This coverage is additional insurance. No deductible applies to this coverage.
9

5. Property Removed. Wfc insure covered prop^
erty against direct loss from any cause while
being removed from a premises endangered
by a Peril Insured Against and for no more
than 90 days while removed. This coverage
does not change the limit of liability that applies to the property being removed.
6. Credit Cards, Fund Transfer Cards, Forgery
and Counterfeit Money.

a. We will pay for loss to an "insured":
(1) resulting from theft or unauthorized
use of credit cards issued to or registered in an "insured's" name;
(2) resulting from theft or unauthorized
use of fund transfer cards used for
deposit, withdrawal or transfer of
funds, issued to or registered to an
"insured's" name;
(3) resulting from forgery or alteration
of any check or negotiable instrument; and
(4) resulting from acceptance in good
faith of counterfeit United States or
Canadian paper currency.
b. The most we will pay is $10,000 for all
loss made possible by one event, regardless of the number of cards, checks, bills,
instruments or transactions involved. Under this coverage, "event" means:
(1) a single theft or loss of any number of
credit cards, fund transfer cards,
checks or negotiable instruments;
(2) the acceptance of all counterfeit
money from any one person; and
(3) the acquisition of an "insured's" account number or identification code
by another person.
c. We do not cover use of credit cards or
fund transfer cards:
(1) by a resident of your household;
(2) by a person who has been entrusted
with either type of card; or
(3) if an "insured" has not complied with
all terms and conditions under which
the cards are issued.
10

d. We do not cover loss arising out of "business" use or dishonesty of an "insured".
e. This coverage is additional insurance. No
deductible applies to this coverage.
f. We will defend any lawsuit brought
against an "insured" for the losses described in 6.a.(l), 6.a.(2) and 6.a.(3)
above. We may investigate or settle any
claim or lawsuit. Our obligation to pay or
defend ends when the applicable limit of
liability is used up by the payment of
judgments or settlements.
7. Loss Assessment. We will pay up to $10,000
for your share of any loss assessment
charged during the policy period against you
by a corporation or association of property
owners. This only applies when the assessment is made as a result of each direct loss
to the property, owned by all members collectively, caused by a Peril Insured Against
under Coverage A—Dwelling. We do not
cover earthquake or land shock waves or
tremors before, during or after a volcanic
eruption unless Coverage 0—Earthquake
applies.
This coverage applies only to loss assessments charged against you as owner or tenant of the "residence premises".
We do not cover loss assessments charged
against you or a corporation or association
of property owners by any governmental
body.
8. Landlord's Furnishings. We cover your property in an apartment on the "residence
premises" which you rent or hold for rental
to others. Coverage is limited to household
furnishings. We insure for direct physical
loss to this property caused by a Peril Insured Against under Coverage C, except
theft.
Our limit of liability for this coverage is
$10,000.
9. Inflation Coverage. The limit of liability
shown in the Declarations for Coverage A—
Dwelling, will be adjusted at the time of loss
11

to reflect any increase in the cost of construction as reported to us by a recognized
appraisal company. Corresponding adjustments will also be made in the limits of liability for Coverages B, C and D. In no event
will these adjustments result in limits less
than those shown in the Declarations for
these coverages.
The amount of increase will be calculated
from the effective date of the policy period
shown in the Declarations to the date of the
loss. If the limit of liability for Coverage A is
changed at your request during the policy
period, we will use the effective date of
change in place of the effective date of the
policy to calculate the increase.
10. Building Additions and Alterations. We cover
additions, alterations and improvements,
made or acquired at the "insured's" expense, to that part of a building which is
rented to the "insured" as a residence. We
insure for direct physical loss to this property caused by a Peril Insured Against. Our
limit of liability for this coverage is $1,000.
11. Land. Whenever there is a covered loss to
your dwelling or other permanent structure
and the related repair or rebuilding requires
excavation, replacement, or stabilization of
land under or around your dwelling or other
permanent structure, we will also pay up to
10% of the amount of the covered loss to
your dwelling or other permanent structure
for the excavation, replacement, or stabilization of the land.
12. Collapse. We insure for direct physical loss
to covered property involving collapse of a
building or any part of a building caused
only by one or more of the following:
a. Perils Insured Against in Coverage A and
B;
b. hidden decay;
c. hidden insect or vermin damage;
d. weight of contents, equipment, animals or
people;
e. weight of rain which collects on a roof; or
12

f. use of defective material or methods in
construction, remodeling or renovation if
the collapse occurs during the course of
the construction, remodeling or renovation.
Loss to an awning, fence, patio, pavement,
swimming pool, underground pipe, flue,
drain, cesspool, septic tank, foundation, retaining wall, bulkhead, pier, wharf or dock is
not included under items b., c, d., e. and f.
unless the loss is a direct result of the collapse of a building.
Collapse does not include settling, cracking,
shrinking, bulging or expansion.
This coverage does not increase the limit of
liability applying to the damaged covered
property.
This additional coverage does not apply to
Coverage C—Personal Property.
13. Refrigerated Food Spoilage. We cover food
in a refrigerator or freezer on the "residence
premises" for direct physical loss caused by
a change in temperature due to:
a. Interruption of electrical power to the refrigeration equipment; or
b. mechanical breakdown or electrical failure of the refrigeration unit.
The most we will pay is $1,000. We will pay
only the part of the loss that exceeds $50.
Any other loss to refrigerated food caused
by a Peril Insured Against is covered up to
the limit of Coverage C of the policy. The
policy deductible will apply.
14. Lock Replacement. We will pay up to $500
for the reasonable costs incurred by you to
replace the locks at the "residence premises" when your keys to the "residence
premises" have been lost or stolen. No deductible applies to this coverage.
15. Reward Coverage. We will pay up to $1,000
for the payment of rewards you have incurred for information leading to the return
of stolen articles or the arrest and conviction
of any person(s) who have stolen articles or
damaged any of your covered property.
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16. Data Replacement. We will pay up to $5,000
to recreate personal records or data stored
on a tape, record, disc or other media designed for use with a computer on the "residence premises".
LOSS DEDUCTIBLE
In case of a loss covered under Section I, we will
pay only the part of the loss over the applicable
deductible amount stated in the Declarations.
However, if the amount of the covered loss is
equal to or greater than $50,000 we will waive
the first $500 of any deductible.
SECTION I—PERILS INSURED AGAINST
We insure the property described in Coverages A,
B and C against risks of direct physical loss, subject to the following Exclusions, the Section I—
General Exclusions, and other provisions of this
policy.

in the construction until the dwelling is
finished and occupied;
d. (1) wear and tear, marring, deterioration;
(2) inherent vice, latent defect, mechanical breakdown;
(3) smog, rust, mold, wet or dry rot;
(4) smoke from agricultural smudging or
industrial operations;
(5) release, discharge or dispersal of
contaminants or pollutants;
(6) settling, cracking, shrinking, bulging
or expansion of pavements, patios,
foundations, walls, floors, roofs or
ceilings; or
(7) birds, vermin, rodents, insects or domestic animals.
If any of these cause water damage not otherwise excluded, from a plumbing, heating,
air conditioning or automatic fire protective sprinkler system or household appliance, we cover loss caused by the water including the cost of tearing out and replacing any part of a building or grounds
necessary to repair the system or appliance.
We do not cover loss to the system or appliance from which this water escaped.
Under items a. through d., any ensuing loss to
property described in Coverages A, B and C
not excluded or excepted in this policy is covered.

1. Coverage A, Coverage B and Coverage C
Exclusions
We do not cover loss caused by:
a. freezing of a plumbing, heating, air conditioning or automatic fire protective
sprinkler system or of a household appliance, or by discharge, leakage or overflow from within the system or appliance
caused by freezing. This exclusion applies only while the dwelling is vacant,
unoccupied or being constructed, unless
you have used reasonable care to:
(1) maintain heat in the building; or
(2) shut off the water supply and drain
the system and appliances of water;
b. freezing, thawing, pressure or weight of
water or ice, whether driven by wind or
not, to a:
(1) fence, pavement, patio or swimming
pool;
(2) foundation, retaining wail or bulkhead; or
(3) pier, wharf or dock;
c. theft in or to a dwelling under construction, or of materials and supplies for use

1. Coverage A and Coverage B Exclusions
We do not cover loss:
a. caused by vandalism and malicious mischief or breakage of glass and safety
glazing materials if the dwelling has been
vacant for more than 30 consecutive days
immediately before the loss. A dwelling
being constructed is not considered vacant.
b. involving collapse, other than as provided in Additional Coverage 12. However, any ensuing loss to property described in Coverages A and B not ex-
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eluded or excepted in this policy is
covered.
3. Coverage C Exclusions
We do not cover loss caused by:
a, breakage of:
(1) eyeglasses, glassware, statuary, marble;
(2) bric-a-brac, porcelains and similar
fragile articles other than jewelry,
watches, bronzes, cameras and photographic lenses.
There is coverage for breakage of the
property by or resulting from:
(1) fire, lightning, windstorm, hail;
(2) smoke, other than smoke from agricultural smudging or industrial operations;
(3) explosion, riot, civil commotion;
(4) aircraft, vehicles, vandalism and malicious mischief, earthquake, or volcanic eruption;
(5) collapse of a building or any part of a
building;
(6) water not otherwise excluded;
(7) theft or attempted theft; or
(8) sudden and accidental tearing apart,
cracking, burning or bulging of:
(a) a steam or hot water heating system;
(b) an air conditioning or automatic
fire protective sprinkler system;
or
(c) an appliance for heating water;
b. dampness of atmosphere or extremes of
temperature unless the direct cause of
loss is rain, snow, sleet or hail;
c refinishing, renovating or repairing property other than watches, jewelry and
furs;
d. collision, other than collision with a land
vehicle, sinking, swamping or stranding
of watercraft, including their trailers,
furnishings, equipment and outboard motors;
16

e. destruction, confiscation or seizure by order of any government or public authority; or
f. acts or decisions, including the failure to
act or deade, of any person, group, organization or governmental body. However,
any ensuing loss to property described in
Coverage C not excluded or excepted in
this policy is covered.
SECTION I—GENERAL EXCLUSIONS
1. These additional exclusions apply to Coverages A, B and C. We do not insure for loss
Caused directly or indirectly by any of the
following, regardless of any other cause or
event contributing concurrently or in any sequence to the loss:
a. Ordinance or Law, meaning enforcement of
any ordinance or law regulating the construction, repair, or demolition of a building or other structure, except as provided
under Loss Settlement in Section I—Conditions.
i\ Earth Movement, meaning earthquake ineluding land shock waves or tremors
before, during or after a volcanic eruption; landslide; mudflow; earth sinking,
rising or shifting; unless direct loss by:
(1) fire or explosion;
(2) theft; or
(3) breakage of glass or safety glazing
material which is part of a building,
storm door or storm window;
ensues and then we will pay only for the
ensuing loss.
This exclusion applies only to property
described in Coverages A and B.
c. Water Damage, meaning:
(1) flood, surface water, waves, tidal
water, overflow of a body of water, or
spray from any of these, whether or
not driven by wind;
(2) water below the surface of the
ground, including water which exerts
pressure on or seeps or leaks through
17

a building, sidewalk, driveway, foundation, swimming pool or other structure.
Direct loss by fire, explosion or theft resuiting from water damage is covered.
Water damage indirectly caused by fire,
vehicles, aircraft or vandalism or malicious mischief is also covered.
Paragraphs (1) and (3) of this exclusion
do not apply to any insured direct physical loss by water from any plumbing,
heating, air conditioning or automatic fire
protective sprinkler system on the "residence premises".
Water damage to property described in
Coverage C away from a premises or location owned, rented, occupied or controlled
by an "insured" is covered.
Water damage to property described in
Coverage C on a premises or location
owned, rented, occupied or controlled by
Sft "insured" is excluded even if weather
conditions contribute in any way to produce the loss.
d. Neglect, meaning neglect of the "insured"
to use all reasonable means to save and
preserve property at and after the time of
a loss.

2. We do not insure for loss to property described in Coverages A and B caused by any
of the following. However, any ensuing loss
to property described in Coverages A and B
not excluded or excepted in this policy is
covered.
a. Weather Conditions. However, this exclusion only applies if weather conditions
contribute in any way with a cause or
event excluded in paragraph 1. above to
produce the loss;
b. Acts or Decisions, including the failure to
act or decide, of any person, group, organization or governmental body;
c. Faulty, inadequate or defective:

(1) planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting;
(2) design, specifications, workmanship,
repair, construction, renovation, remodeling, grading, compaction;
(3) materials used in repair, construction,
renovation or remodeling; or
(4) maintenance;
of part or all of any property whether on
or off the "residence premises",
SECTION I—CONDITIONS

e. War, including undeclared war, civil war,
insurrection, rebellion, revolution, warlike act by a military force or military personnel, destruction or seizure or use for a
military purpose, and including any consequence of any of these. Discharge of a
nuclear weapon will be deemed a warlike
act even if accidental.

1. Insurable Interest and Limit of Liability. Even
if more than one person has an insurable interest in the property covered, we will not
be liable in any one loss to the "insured" for
more than the amount of the "insured's" interest at the time of loss. However, the most
we will pay is the applicable limit of liability.

f. Nuclear Hazard, to the extent set forth in
the Nuclear Hazard Clause of Section I—
Conditions.

2. Your Duties After Loss. In case of a loss to
covered property, you must see that the following are done:
a. give prompt notice to us. You may phone
our Instant Claim Service or contact your
agent;
b. notify the police in case of loss by theft;
c. notify the credit card or fund transfer
card companies in case of loss under

g. Intentional Loss, meaning any loss arising
out of any act committed:
(1) by or at the direction of an "insured";
and
(2) with the intent to cause a loss.
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Credit Cards or Fund Transfer Cards coverage;
d. (1) protect the property from further
loss;
(2) make reasonable and necessary repairs to protect the property; and
(3) keep an accurate record of repair expenses;
e. prepare a detailed inventory of personal
property claimed. The inventory must include a description of the property, quantity, replacement cost, amount of depreciation and amount of loss. Attach all bills,
receipts and related papers that support
your inventory;
f. as often as we reasonably require:
(1) show the damaged property;
(2) provide us with records and documents we request and permit us to
make copies; and
(3) submit to examination under oath;
g. send to us, within 60 days after our request, your signed, sworn proof of loss
which sets forth, to the best of your
knowledge and belief:
(1) the time and cause of loss;
(2) the interest of the "insured" and all
others in the property involved and
all liens on the property;
(3) other insurance which may cover the
loss;
(4) changes in title or occupancy of the
property during the term of the policy;
(5) specifications of damaged buildings
and detailed repair estimates;
(6) the inventory of personal property
described in 2.e. above;
(7) receipts for additional living expenses incurred and records that support the fair rental value loss; and
(8) evidence or affidavit that supports a
claim under the Credit Cards, Fund
Transfer Cards, Forgery and Counter20

feit Money coverage, stating the
amount and cause of loss.
3. Loss Settlement. Covered property losses
are settled as follows:
a. (1) personal property;
(2) awnings, carpeting, household appliances, outdoor antennas and outdoor
equipment, whether or not attached
to buildings; and
(3) structures that are not buildings;
at the replacement cost at the time of
loss. For articles separately described
and specifically insured in this policy or a
Personal Articles Policy issued to you by
us, this settlement provision will be excess over the amount recoverable under
such other insurance.
We will pay no more than the least of the
following amounts:
a. replacement cost at the time of loss
without deduction for depreciation;
b. the full cost of repair at the time of
loss;
c. the limit of liability that applies to
Coverage C; or
d. any applicable special limits of liability stated in this policy.
We will not pay more than the actual cost
to repair or replace, less deduction for depreciation, at the time of loss for any of
the following:
a. antiques, fine arts, paintings and
similar articles of rarity or antiquity which cannot be replaced;
b. -memorabilia, souvenirs, collector's
items and similar articles whose age
or history contribute to their value;
c. articles not maintained in good or
workable condition; or
d. articles that are outdated or obsolete and are stored or not being
used.
b. Buildings under Coverage A or Coverage
B at replacement cost without deduction
for depreciation. Replacement cost will
21

include any increased cost due to the enforcement of any ordinance or law that
regulates the construction, repair or demolition of the covered buildings. Loss settlements under this paragraph are subject
to the following:
(1) we will pay the actual cost to repair
or replace, without deduction for depreciation, but not more than the
least of the following amounts:
(a) the limit of liability under this
policy that applies to the building;
(b) the replacement cost of that part
of the building damaged for like
construction and use on the same
premises; or
(c) the necessary amount actually
spent to repair or replace the
damaged building;
(2) we will pay no more than the replacement cost of the damage, less deduction for depreciation, unless:
(a) actual repair or replacement is
complete; or
(b) the cost to repair or replace the
damage is less than $5,000.
4. Loss to a Pair or Set. In case of loss to a pair
or set we may elect to:
a. repair or replace any part to restore the
pair or set to its value before the loss; or
b. pay the difference between the value of
the property before and after the loss.
5. Glass Replacement. Loss for damage to glass
caused by a Peril Insured Against will be settled on the basis of replacement with safety
glazing materials when required by ordinance or law.

the choice be made by a judge of a court of
record in the state where the "residence
premises'1 is located. The appraisers will
separately set the amount of loss. If the appraisers submit a written report of an agreement to us, the amount agreed upon will be
the amount of loss. If they fail to agree, they
will submit their differences to the umpire. A
decision agreed to by any two will set the
amount of loss.
Each party will:
a. pay its own appraiser; and
b. bear the other expenses of the appraisal
and umpire equally.
7. Other Insurance. If a loss covered by this
policy is also covered by other insurance, we
will pay only the proportion of the loss that
the limit of liability that applies under this
policy bears to the total amount of insurance
covering the loss.
8. Suit Against Us. Legal action may not be
brought against us under any coverage provided by this policy unless the "insured" has
fully complied with all the terms of this policy. Legal action taken against us must begin
within two years after the date of loss.
9. Our Option. If we give you written notice
within 30 days after we receive your signed,
sworn proof of loss, we may repair or replace any part of the claimed property with
like property.
10. Loss Payment. We will adjust all losses with
you. We will pay you unless some other person is named in the policy or is legally entitled to receive payment. Loss will be payable
30 days after we receive your proof of loss
and:
a. reach an agreement with you;
b. there is an entry of afinaljudgment; or
c. there is a filing of an appraisal award
with us.

6. Appraisal. If you and we fail to agree on the
amount of loss, either may demand an appraisal of the loss. In this event, each party
will choose a competent appraiser within 20
days after receiving a written request from
the oth^n The two appraisers will choose an
umpire. If they cannot agree upon an umpire
within 15 days, you or we may request that

11. Abandonment of Property. We need not accept any property abandoned by an "insured'*.
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12. Mortgage Clause.

The word "mortgagee" includes trustee.
If a mortgagee is named in this policy, any
loss payable under Coverage A or B will be
paid to the mortgagee and you, as interests
appear. If more than one mortgagee is
named, the order of payment will be the
same as the order of precedence of the mortgages.
If we deny your claim, that denial will not
apply to a valid claim of the mortgagee, if
the mortgagee:
a. notifies us of any change in ownership,
occupancy or substantial change in risk
of which the mortgagee is aware;
b. pays any premium due under this policy
on demand if you have neglected to pay
the premium; and
c. submits a signed, sworn statement of loss
within 60 days after receiving notice
from us of your failure to do so. Policy
conditions relating to Appraisal, Suit
Against Us and Loss Payment apply to
the mortgagee.
If the policy is cancelled or not renewed by
us, the mortgagee will be notified at least 10
days before the date cancellation or nonrenewal takes effect.
If we pay the mortgagee for any loss and
deny payment to you:
a. we are subrogated to all the rights of the
mortgagee granted under the mortgage on
the property; or
b. at our option, we may pay to the mortgagee the whole principal on the mortgage
plus any accrued interest. In this event,
we will receive a full assignment and
transfer of the mortgage and all securities held as collateral to the mortgage
debt.
Subrogation will not impair the right of the
mortgagee to recover the full amount of the
mortgagee's claim.

benefits a person or organization holding,
storing or moving property for a fee regardless of any other provision of this policy.
14. Nuclear Hazard Clause.

a. "Nuclear Hazard" means any nuclear reaction, radiation, or radioactive contamination, ail whether controlled or uncontrolled or however caused, or any consequence of any of these.
b. Loss caused by the nuclear hazard will
not be considered loss caused by fire, explosion, or smoke, whether these perils
are specifically named in or otherwise included within the Perils Insured Against
in Section I.
c. This policy does not apply under Section I
to loss caused directly or indirectly by
nuclear hazard, except that direct loss by
fire resulting from the nuclear hazard is
covered.
15. Recovered Property. If you or we recover
any property for which we have made payment under this policy, you or we will notify
the other of the recovery. At your option,
the property will be returned to or retained
by you or it will become our property. If the
recovered property is returned to or retained by you, the loss payment will be adjusted based on the amount you received for
the recovered property.
16. Volcanic Eruption Period. One or more volcanic eruptions that occur within a 72-hour
period will be considered as one volcanic
eruption.

13. No Benefit to Bailee. We will not recognize
any assignment or grant any coverage that

17. Premises Security or Fire Protection System.
(Applies only if PROTECTIVE DEVICES
CREDIT APPLIED is shown in the Declarations.) We acknowledge the installation and
approval of a security or fire protection system on the "residence premises". You agree
to maintain the system in working order and
to notify us promptly of any change made to
the system or if it is removed.
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SECTION 11—LIABILITY COVERAGES
COVERAGE E —PERSONAL LIABILITY
If a claim is made or a suit is brought against an
"insured" for damages because of t4bodily injury" or "property damage" caused by an "occurrence" to which this coverage applies, we
will:
1. pay up to our limit of liability for the damages for which the "insured" is legally liable. Damages include prejudgment interest
awarded against the "insured"; and
2. provide a defense at our expense by counsel of our choice, even if the suit is groundless, false or fraudulent. We may investigate and settle any claim or suit that we
decide is appropriate. Our duty to settle or
defend ends when the amount we pay for
damages resulting from the "occurrence"
equals our limit of liability

d. is caused by an animal owned by or in
the care of an "insured".

COVERAGE F—MEDICAL PAYMENTS TO
OTHERS
We will pay the necessary medical expenses that
are incurred or medically ascertained withjn
three years from the date of an accident causing
"bodily injury". Medical expenses means reasonable charges for medical, surgical, x-ray, dental,
ambulance, hospital, professional nursing, prosthetic devices and funeral services. This coverage does not apply to you or regular residents of
your household except "residence employees".
As to others, this coverage applies only:
1. to a person on the "insured location" with
the permission of an "insured"; or
2. to a person off the "insured location", if
the "bodily injury":
a. arises out of a condition on the "insured
location" or the ways immediately &d~
joining;
b. is caused by the activities of an "insured";
c. is caused by a "residence employee" in
the course of the "residence employee's" employment by an "insured";
or

SECTION II—EXCLUSIONS
1. Coverage E—Personal Liability and Coverage F—Medical Payments to Others do
not apply to "bodily injury" or "property
damage":
a. which is expected or intended by the "Insured";
b. arising out of "business" pursuits of an
"insured" except those of a "clerical office employee"; or the rental or holding
for rental of any part of any premises by
an "insured".
This exclusion does not apply to:
(1) activities which are usual to nonbusiness" pursuits; or
(2) the rental or holding for rental of an
"insured location":
(a) on an occasional basis if used
only as a residence;
(b) in part for use only as a residence, unless a single family unit
is intended for use by the occupying family to lodge more than two
roomers or boarders; or
(c) in part, as an office, school, studio
or private garage;
(3) the rental of other structures on the
"residence premises" for use as a private residence if the words INCLUDES STRUCTURES RENTED TO
OTHERS are shown in the Declarations;
c. arising out of the rendering of or failure
to render professional services;
d. arising out of a premises:
(1) owned by an "insured";
(2) rented to an "insured"; or
(3) rented to others by an "insured";
that is not an "insured location";
e. arising out of:
(1) the ownership, maintenance, use,
loading or unloading of motor vehi-
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cles or all other motorized land conveyances, including trailers, owned
or operated by or rented or loaned to
an "insured";
(2) the entrustment by an "insured" of a
motor vehicle or any other motorized
land conveyance to any person; or
(3) vicarious parental liability, whether
imposed by statute or otherwise, for
the actions of a child or minor using a
conveyance excluded in paragraph
(1) or (2) above.
This exclusion does not apply to:
(1) a trailer not towed by or carried on a
motorized land conveyance;
(2) a motorized land conveyance designed for recreational use off public
roads, not subject to motor vehicle
registration and:
(a) not owned by an "insured"; or
(b) owned by an "insured" and on an
"insured location";
(3) a motorized golf cart when used to
play golf on a golf course; or
(4) a vehicle or conveyance not subject to
motor vehicle registration which is:
(a) used to service an "insured's"
residence;
(b) designed for assisting the handicapped; or
(c) in dead storage on an "insured location";
f. arising out of:
(1) the ownership, maintenance, use,
loading or unloading of a watercraft
described below;
(2) the entrustment by an "insured" of a
watercraft described below to any
person; or
(3) vicarious parental liability, whether
imposed by statute or otherwise, for
the actions of a child or minor using a
watercraft described below.
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Watercraft:
(1) with inboard or inboard-outdrive motor power owned by an "insured";
(2) with inboard or inboard-outdrive motor power of more than 50 horsepower rented to an "insured";
(3) that is a sailing vessel with or without auxiliary power, 26 feet or more
in length owned by or rented to an
"insured"; or
(4) powered by one or more outboard motors with more than 25 total horsepower if the outboard motor is owned
by an "insured". But, outboard motors of more than 25 total horsepower
are covered for the policy period if:
(a) you acquire them prior to the policy period and:
(i) you declare them at policy inception; or
(ii) your intention to insure is reported to us in writing within
45 days after you acquire the
outboard motors;
(b) you acquire them during the policy period.
This exclusion does not apply while the
watercraft is stored,
g. arising out of:
(1) the ownership, maintenance, use,
loading or unloading of an aircraft;
(2) the entrustment by an "insured" of
an aircraft to any person; or
(3) vicarious parental liability, whether
imposed by statute or otherwise, for
the actions of a child or minor using
an aircraft.
An aircraft means any contrivance used
or designed for flight, except model or
hobby aircraft not used or designed to
carry people or cargo;
h. caused directly or indirectly by war, including undeclared war, civil war, insurrection, rebellion, revolution, warlike act
by a military force or military personnel,
29

destruction or seizure or use for a nuli^
tary purpose, and including any consequence of any of these. Discharge of a nuclear weapon will be deemed a warlike
act even if accidental;
i. which arises out of the transmission of a
communicable disease by an "insured".
Exclusions l.d., I.e., l.f. and l.g. do not apply to "bodily injury" to a "residence employee" arising out of and in the course of
the "residence employee's" employment by
an "insured".
2. Coverage E—Personal Liability, does not
apply to:
a. liability:
(1) for your share of any loss assessment
charged against ail members of an association, corporation or community
of property owners;
(2) under any contract or agreement.
However, this exclusion does not apply to written contracts:
(a) that directly relate to the ownership, maintenance or use of an
"insured location"; or
(b) where the liability of others is assumed by an "insured" prior to
an "occurrence";
unless excluded in (1) above or elsewhere in this policy;
b. "property damage" to property owned by
an "insured";
c. "property damage" to property rented to,
occupied or used by or in the care of an
"insured". This exclusion does not apply
to "property damage" caused by fire,
smoke, explosion or water;
d. "bodily injury" to any person eligible to
receive any benefits:
(1) voluntarily provided; or
(2) required to be provided;
by an "insured" under any:
(1) workers' compensation law;
(2) non-occupational disability law; or
(3) occupational disease law;
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e. "bodily injury" or "property damage" for
which an "insured" under this policy
(1) is also an insured under a nuclear energy liability policy; or
(2) would be an insured under that policy
but for the exhaustion of its limits of
liability.
A nuclear energy liability policy is one issued by:
(1) American Nuclear Insurers;
(2) Mutual Atomic Energy Liability Underwriters;
(3) Nuclear Insurance Association of
Canada;
or any of their successors;
f. "bodily injury" to you or an "insured"
within the meaning of part a. or b. of "insured" as defined; or
g. "bodily injury" to any employee arising
out of or in the course of the employee's
employment by any ADDITIONAL INSURED named in the Declarations.
3. Coverage F—Medical Payments to
Others, does not apply to "bodily injury":
a. to a "residence employee" if the "bodily
injury":
(1) occurs off the "insured location"; and
(2) does not arise out of or in the course
of the "residence employee's" employment by an "insured";
b. to any person eligible to receive benefits:
(1) voluntarily provided; or
(2) required to be provided;
under any:
(1) workers' compensation law;
(2) non-occupational disability law; or
(3) occupational disease law;
c. from any:
(1) nuclear reaction;
(2) nuclear radiation; or
(3) radioactive contamination;
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all whether controlled or uncontrolled or
however caused; or
(4) any consequence of any of these; or
d. to any person, other than a "residence
employee" of an "insured", regularly residing on any part of the "insured location".
Only the following exclusions apply to "personal
injury". "Personal injury" does not apply to:
1. liability assumed by the "insured" under
any contract or agreement except any indemnity obligation assumed by the "insured" under a written contract directly
relating to the ownership, maintenance or
use of the premises;
2. injury caused by a violation of a penal law
or ordinance committed by or with the
knowledge or consent of an "insured";
3. injury sustained by any person as a result
of an offense directly or indirectly related
to the employment of this person by the
"insured";
4. injury arising out of the "business" pursuits of an "insured"; or
5. civic or public activities performed for pay
by an "insured".
SECTION II—ADDITIONAL COVERAGES
We cover the following in addition to the limits of
liability:
1. Claim Expenses. We pay:
a. expenses we incur and costs taxed
against an "insured" in any suit we defend;
b. premiums on bonds required in a suit we
defend, but not for bond amounts more
than the limit of liability for Coverage E.
We need not apply for or furnish any
bond;
c. reasonable expenses incurred by an "insured" at our request, including actual
loss of earnings (but not loss of other income) up to $250 per day, for assisting us
in the investigation or defense of a claim
or suit;
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d. interest on the entire judgment which accrues after entry of the judgment and
before we pay or tender, or deposit in
court that part of the judgment which
does not exceed the limit of liability that
applies.
2. First Aid Expenses. We will pay expenses for
first aid to others incurred by an "insured"
for "bodily injury" covered under this policy. We will not pay for first aid to you or any
other "insured".
3. Damage to Property of Others. We will pay,
at replacement cost, up to $1,000 per "occurrence" for "property damage" to property
of others caused by an "insured".
We will not pay for "property damage":
a. to the extent of any amount recoverable
under Section I of this policy;
b. caused intentionally by an "insured" who
is 13 years of age or older;
c. to property owned by an "insured";
d. to property owned by or rented to a tenant of an "insured" or a resident in your
household; or
e. arising out of:
(1) "business" pursuits;
(2) any act or omission in connection
with a premises owned, rented or controlled by an "insured", other than
the "insured location"; or
(3) the ownership, maintenance, or use
of aircraft, watercraft or motor vehicles or all other motorized land conveyances.
This exclusion does not apply to a
motorized land conveyance designed
for recreational use off public roads,
not subject to motor vehicle registration and not owned by an "insured".
4. Loss Assessment We will pay up to $10,000
for your share of any loss assessment
charged during the policy period against you
by a corporation or association of property
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owners, when the assessment is made as a
result of
a each "occurrence" to which Section II of
this policy would apply,
b liability for each act of a director, officer
or trustee in the capacity as a director,
officer or trustee, provided
(1) the director, officer or trustee is
elected by the members of a corporation or association of property owners, and
(2) the director, officer or trustee serves
without deriving any income from the
exercise of duties which are solely on
behalf of a corporation or association
of property owners
This coverage applies only to loss assessments charged against you as owner or tenant of the "residence premises"
We do not cover loss assessments charged
against you or a corporation or association
of property owners by any governmental
body
Section II—Coverage E—Personal Liability
Exclusion 2 a.(l) does not apply to this coverage.
SECTION II—CONDITIONS
1. Limit of Liability. Our total liability under
Coverage E for all damages resulting from
any one "occurrence" will not be more than
the limit of liability for Coverage E as shown
m the Declarations. This limit is the same
regardless of the number of "insureds"
claims made or persons injured.
All "bodily injury" and "property damage"
resulting from any one accident or from continuous or repeated exposure to substantially the same general harmful conditions
shall be considered to be the result of one
"occurrence"
Our total liability under Coverage F for all
medical expense payable for "bodily injury"
to one person as the result of one accident
will not be more than the limit of liability for
Coverage F as shown in the Declarations.
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2. Severability of Insurance. This insurance applies separately to each "insured" This condition will not increase our limit of liability
for any one "occurrence"
3. Duties After Loss. In case of an accident or
"occurrence", the "insured" will perform
the following duties that apply. You will help
us by seeing that these duties are performed.
a. give written notice to us or our agent as
soon as is practical, which sets forth.
(1) the identity of the policy and "insured",
(2) reasonably available information on
the time, place and circumstances of
the accident or "occurrence", and
(3) names and addresses of any claimants and witnesses;
b. promptly forward to us every notice, demand, summons or other process relating
to the accident or "occurrence",
c. at our request, help us.
(1) to make settlement,
(2) to enforce any right of contribution
or indemnity against any person or
organization who may be liable to an
"insured";
(3) with the conduct of suits and attend
hearings and trials; and
(4) to secure and give evidence and obtain the attendance of witnesses;
d. under the coverage—Damage to Property
of Others—submit to us within 60 days
after the loss, a sworn statement of loss
and show the damaged property, if in the
"insured's" control;
e. the "insured" will not, except at the "insured's" own cost, voiuntanly make payment, assume obligation or incur expense
other than for first aid to others at the
time of the "bodily injury".
4. Duties of an Injured Person—Coverage F—
Medical Payments to Others. The injured
person or someone acting for the injured
person will:
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a. give us written proof of claim, under oath
if required, as soon as is practical; and
b. authorize us to obtain copies of medical
reports and records.
The injured person will submit to a physical
exam by a doctor of our choice when and as
often as we reasonably require.
5. Payment of Claim—Coverage F—Medical
Payments to Others. Payment under this
coverage is not an admission of liability by
an "insured" or us.
6. Suit Against Us. No action can be brought
against us unless there has been compliance
with the policy provisions.
No one will have the right to join us as a
party to any action against an "insured".
Also, no action with respect to Coverage E
can be brought against us until the obligation of the "insured" has been determined
by final judgment or agreement signed by us.
7. Bankruptcy of an Insured. Bankruptcy or insolvency of an "insured" will not relieve us
of our obligations under this policy.
8. Other Insurance—Coverage E—Personal Liability. This insurance is excess over other
valid and collectible insurance except insurance written specifically to cover as excess
over the limits of liability that apply in this
policy.

SECTIONS I AND II—CONDITIONS
1. POLICY PERIOD. This policy applies only to
loss in Section I or "bodily injury" or "property damage" in Section II, which occurs
during the policy period shown in the Declarations. That policy period, and each successive period, begins and ends at 12:01 a.m.
standard time, at the "residence premises".
2. PREMIUM. The premium shown in the Declarations is the premium for the policy period
shown. If we elect to continue this insurance, we will renew this policy if you pay
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the required renewal premium for the successive policy period, subject to our premiums, rules and forms then in effect. You must
pay us prior to the end of the current policy
period or else this policy will not continue.
3. CONCEALMENT OR FRAUD. The entire policy
will be void if, whether before or after a
loss, an "insured" has:
a. intentionally concealed or misrepresented
any material fact or circumstance;
b. engaged in fraudulent conduct; or
c. made false statements;
relating to this insurance.
4. LIBERALIZATION CLAUSE. If we change any
part of this policy to broaden coverage without charge, your policy will be interpreted to
provide this broadened coverage. The broadened coverage will begin on the date that the
change is effective in your state.
5. WAIVER OR CHANGE OF POLICY PROVISIONS. A waiver or change of a provision of
this policy must be in writing by us to be
valid. Our request for an appraisal or examination will not waive any of our rights.
6. STATE STATUTES. The terms of this policy
that are in conflict with the statutes of the
state in which this policy is issued, are
hereby amended to conform to those statutes.
7. CANCELLATION.

a. The named insured shown in the Declarations may cancel this policy at any time
by returning it to us or by letting us know
in writing of the date cancellation is to
take effect.
b. We may cancel this policy only for the
reasons stated below by letting the
named insured know in writing of the
date cancellation takes effect. This cancellation notice will be mailed to the
named insured at the mailing address last
shown in the Declarations.
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Proof of mailing will be sufficient proof of
notice. Delivery of this notice will be
deemed the same as mailing. The effective
date and time of cancellation stated in the
notice will become the end of the policy
period.
(1) When the named insured has not paid
the premium, we may cancel at any
time by letting the named insured
know at least 10 days before the date
cancellation takes effect.
(2) When this policy has been in effect
for less than 60 days and is not a renewal with us, we may cancel for any
reason by letting the named insured
know at least 10 days before the date
cancellation takes effect.
(3) When this policy has been in effect
for 60 days or more, or at any time if
it is a renewal with us, we may cancel:
(a) if there has been a material misrepresentation of fact which if known
to us would have caused us not to
issue the policy; or
(b) if the risk has changed substantially
since the policy was issued.
This can be done by letting the named
insured know at least 30 days before
the date cancellation takes effect.
c. When this policy is cancelled, the premium for the period from the date of cancellation to the expiration date will be refunded pro rata.
d. If the return premium is not refunded
with the notice of cancellation or when
this policy is returned to us, we will refund it within a reasonable time after the
date cancellation takes effect.
e. If this policy is cancelled by us, any ADDITIONAL INSURED named in the Declarations will be notified in writing.
8. NON-RENEWAL

a. We may elect not to renew this policy. We
may do so by mailing to the named in38

sured at the mailing address last shown
in the Declarations, written notice at
least 45 days before the expiration date
of this policy. Proof of mailing will be sufficient proof of notice. Delivery of this notice will be deemed the same as mailing.
b. If this policy is not renewed by us, any
ADDITIONAL INSURED named in the
Declarations will be notified in writing.
c. This policy will terminate without notice
at the end of any policy period for failure
to pay any premium when due.
9. ASSIGNMENT. Assignment of this policy will
not be valid unless we give our written consent.
10. SUBROGATION. An "insured" may waive in
writing before a loss all rights of recovery
against any person. If they are not so
waived, we may require an assignment of
rights of recovery for a loss to the extent
that payment is made by us.
If an assignment is sought, an "insured"
must sign and deliver all related papers and
cooperate with us.
Subrogation does not apply under Section II
to Medical Payments to Others or Damage to
Property of Others.
11. DEATH OF NAMED INSURED. If you die, we

will insure your legal representative but
only with respect to your premises and property covered under this policy at the time of
your death.
The definition of "insured11 will also include
any person having temporary custody of
your property until the appointment of a legal representative.

OPTIONAL ADDITIONAL COVERAGES
This section of your policy contains additional
coverage options that you may select. None apply, however, unless specifically selected by you.
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The coverages you have selected are listed in the
COVERAGES section in the Declarations.
COVERAGE G—MONEY
The Special Limit of Liability No. 1 under Coverage C—Personal Property is increased. The revised limit for No. 1 is shown in the Declarations.

COVERAGE H—REPLACEMENT COST
PROTECTION
We agree to amend present coverage amounts in
accordance with the following provisions:
1. If you have:
a. allowed us to adjust the Coverage A limit of
liability and the premium in accordance
with:
(1) any property evaluations we make; and
(2) any increases in the cost of construction as reported to us by a recognized
appraisal company; and
b. notified us, within 30 days of completion,
of any alterations to the dwelling which increase the replacement cost of the dwelling
by $5,000 or more; and
c. elected to repair or replace the damaged
building;
we will:
d. increase the Coverage A limit of liability to
equal the current replacement cost of the
dwelling if the amount of loss to the dwelling is more than the limit of liability shown
in the Declarations; and
e. increase by the same percentage applied to
Coverage A, the limits of liability for Coverages B, C and D. However, we will do this
only if the Coverage A limit of liability is
increased under paragraph d. above as a result of a Coverage A loss.
2. If you comply with the provisions of paragraph 1. above and there is a loss to the dwelling insured under Coverage A, then paragraph
b. of Section I Condition 3. Loss Settlement is
deleted and replaced by the following:
b. Buildings under Coverage A or Coverage B
at replacement cost without deduction for
depreciation. Replacement cost will include
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any increased cost due to the enforcement
of any ordinance or law that regulates the
construction, repair or demolition of the
covered buildings. Loss settlements under
this paragraph are subject to the following:
(1) We will pay no more than the smallest
of the following amounts for equivalent
construction and use on the same premises:
(a) the replacement cost of the building or any parts of it;
(b) the amount actually and necessarily spent to repair or replace the
building or any parts of it;
(c) the applicable limit of liability
whether increased or not, adjusted in accordance with paragraph l.d. or e. above.
(2) When the cost to repair or replace the
damaged building is more than $5,000,
we will pay no more than the replacement cost of the damage, less deduction
for depreciation, until actual repair or
replacement is completed.

COVERAGE M—PERSONAL PROPERTY AT
OTHER LOCATIONS
The limit of liability for Coverage C—Personal
Property usually located at an "insured's" residence, other than the "residence premises", is increased. The revised limit is shown for Coverage
M in the Declarations.
COVERAGE O—EARTHQUAKE
We insure for direct physical loss to property
covered under Coverage A—Dwelling and Coverage B—Other Structures, Section I, caused by
earthquake including land shock waves or tremors before, during or after a volcanic eruption.
1. One or more earthquake shocks that occur
within a seventy-two hour period constitute a
single earthquake.
2. The following is the only deductible that applies to Coverage A and Coverage B to each
loss caused by earthquake:
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We will pay only that part of the loss which 2. Coverage C—Personal Property is extended to
include furnishings, supplies and equipment
is more than a specified percentage of the
used in connection with the described "busitotal amount of insurance that applies. This
ness".
percentage is shown for Coverage 0 in the
Item 8 under Special Limits of Liability does
Declarations. This deductible will apply sepnot apply to the described "business".
arately to loss under Coverage A—Dwelling
and Coverage B—Other Structures. This de- Section II: Applies to the "residence premises"
ductible amount will not be less than $250 or, if applicable, to an "insured location" when
in any one loss.
shown in the Declarations as an ADDITIONAL
All exclusions under Section I of this policy apply RESIDENCE.
to Coverage 0. However, the Section I—Earth Exclusions
Movement exclusion does not apply to loss All exclusions under Section II of this policy apcaused by earthquake including land shock ply to Coverage P in addition to the following:
waves or tremors before, during or after a vol- 1. This insurance does not apply to "bodily incanic eruption.
jury" to:
a. any employee of an "insured" arising out
Special Exclusions
of the "business" use described in Cover1. We do not cover loss resulting directly or indiage P in the Declarations other than to a
rectly from flood of any nature or tidal wave,
"residence employee" while engaged in the
whether caused by, resulting from, contribemployee's
employment by an "insured";
uted to or aggravated by earthquake.
or
2. We do not cover loss to exterior masonry veb. any pupil arising out of corporal punishneer unless the words INCLUDING EXTERIOR
ment administered by or at the direction of
MASONRY VENEER are shown in the Declarathe
"insured".
tions. If exterior masonry veneer is not cov2.
Item
(1)
under exclusion Lb. of Coverage E—
ered, the value of the exterior masonry veneer
Personal
Liability and Coverage F—Medical
will be deducted before applying the deductPayments
to Others is deleted and the followible clause. For the purpose of this exclusion,
ing
substituted:
stucco is not considered masonry veneer.
(1) activities which are usual to non-"busiThis coverage does not increase the limits of lianess" pursuits or to the necessary or incibility stated in this policy and does not include
dental use of the premises to conduct the
the cost of filling land.
"business" pursuits as described in Coverage P in the Declarations; or
COVERAGE P—PERMITTED INCIDENTAL
OCCUPANCIES (Not applicable to Home Day
COVERAGE Q—WATERCRAFT
Care or similar operations.)
Coverage E—Personal Liability and Coverage
We cover the "business" conducted by an "inF—Medical Payments to Others apply to "bodily
sured" as described in Coverage P in the Declarainjury" or "property damage" arising out of:
tions subject to the following. However, we do
1. the ownership, maintenance, use, loading or
not cover a "business" if it involves home day
unloading of the watercraft described for Covcare or similar operations.
erage
Q in the Declarations;
Section I: Applies only when the described
2.
the
entrustment
by an "insured" of the water"business" is conducted on the "residence premcraft
described
for
Coverage Q in the Declaraises".
tions to any person; or
1. Coverage B—Other Structures is extended to
3.
statutorily
imposed vicarious parental liabilinclude structures used in connection with the
ity
for
the
actions
of a child or minor using a
described "business".
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watercraft described for Coverage Q in the
Declarations.
All exclusions under Section II of this policy apply except to the watercraft described for Coverage Q in the Declarations.
This insurance does not apply with respect to
watercraft with inboard or inboard-outdrive motor power or sailing vessels:
1. to 44bodily injury" to any employee of an "insured" arising out of and in the course of employment by the "insured" if the employee's
principal duties are in connection with the
maintenance or use of watercraft; or
2. while the watercraft is used to carry persons
for a charge or is rented to others.
COVERAGE R—BUSINESS PURSUITS
Coverage E—Personal Liability and Coverage
F—Medical Payments to Others apply to the
"business" pursuits of the "insured" as stated
for Coverage R in the Declarations.
All exclusions under Section II of this policy apply except to the "business" pursuits of the "insured" as stated for Coverage R in the Declarations. Additionally, this insurance does not apply:
1. to "bodily injury" or "property damage" arising out of the "business" pursuits of the "insured" in connection with a "business" owned
or financially controlled by the "insured" or
by a partnership of which the "insured" is a
partner or member;
2. to "bodily injury" or "property damage" arising out of the rendering of or failure to render
professional services of any nature other than
teaching, including but not limited to any:
a. architectural, engineering or industrial design services;
b. medical, surgical, dental or other services
or treatment conducive to the health of persons or animals; and
c. beauty or barber services or treatment;
3. to "bodily injury" to a fellow employee of the
"insured" injured in the course of employment; or
4. when the "insured" is a member of the faculty
or teaching staff of any school or college to
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"bodily injury" or "property damage" arising
out of the maintenance, use, loading, unloading or entrustment by the "insured" to any
person, of;
a. draft or saddle animals;
b. vehicles for use therewith;
c. aircraft;
d. motor vehicles or all other motorized land
conveyances; or
e. watercraft;
owned or operated, or hired by or for the "insured" or employer or used by the "insured"
for the purpose of instruction in the use
thereof.

OPTIONAL SUPPLEMENTAL
COVERAGES
This section of your policy contains supplemental coverage options which you may select. None
apply, however, unless specifically selected by
you. The supplemental coverages you select are
listed as endorsement numbers in the Declarations.

PERSONAL ARTICLES
SUPPLEMENT
(7710)
INSURING AGREEMENT
For an additional premium, we cover the classes
of property indicated on the Declarations page,
subject to the Definitions, Section I Conditions
and the Sections I and II Conditions of this policy
and all provisions of this supplement. The most
we will pay for loss to each class of property is
the amount of insurance less any deductible
shown for that class on the Declarations page.

CLASSES OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
1. Jewelry, as scheduled.
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2. Jewelry, meaning articles of personal adornment owned by the "insured" composed at
least partially of precious metal, whether or
not set with gems or pearls, unscheduled.
3. Furs and garments trimmed with fur or consisting principally of fur, as scheduled.
4. Furs and garments trimmed with fur or consisting principally of fur, unscheduled.
5. Cameras, projection machines, films, home
video cameras and recorders, and related articles of equipment, as scheduled.
You agree not to use this equipment for pay
unless the words INCLUDING PROFESSIONAL USE are shown in the Declarations.
6. Musical Instruments and related articles of
equipment, as scheduled.
You agree not to perform with these instruments for pay unless the words INCLUDING
PROFESSIONAL USE are shown in the Declarations.
7. Silverware, silver-plated ware, goldware,
gold-plated ware, and pewter-ware; but excluding pens, pencils, flasks, smoking implements, or jewelry.
8. Golfer's Equipment meaning golf clubs, golf
clothing, and golf equipment.
9. Fine Arts, as scheduled, at the location described in the Declarations page.
10. Postage Stamps owned by or in the custody
or control of the "insured", including the
following:

c. Tokens 'of money and other numismatic
property; or
d. Coin albums, containers, frames, cards,
and display cabinets in use with the collection.
12. Personal Computers.
13. Sports Equipment, as scheduled.
14. Miscellaneous Property, not otherwise
classed as described elsewhere in this supplement.

NEWLY ACQUIRED PROPERTY
We cover newly acquired items of a class of property already insured for their actual cash value.
However, for the class Fine Arts the most we will
pay is 25% of the amount of insurance. For all
other classes, the most we will pay is 25% of the
amount of insurance for that class of property, or
$25,000, whichever is less. For coverage to apply,
the "insured" must report these new items to us
within 30 days from the date acquired and pay
the additional premium from that date. This
paragraph does not apply to the class of property
Personal Effects.

PERILS INSURED AGAINST
We insure the described property against risks of
direct physical loss subject to the General Exclusions and other provisions of this supplement.

a. Due, envelope, official, revenue, match,
and medical stamps;
b. Covers, locals, reprints, essays, proofs,
and other philatelic property; or
c. Books, pages, and mountings of items in
a. and b.
11. Coin Collections owned by or in the custody
or control of the "insured" including the following:
a. Rare or current coins;
b. Medals, paper money, bank notes;

No deductible shall apply to any class of property unless specifically shown for that class in
the Declarations with an amount.
Each claim for loss shall be adjusted separately
in accordance with the Loss Settlement conditions of this supplement. If a deductible amount
is shown in the Declarations for a class of property, we will subtract that amount from each adjusted loss to that class.
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LOSS DEDUCTIBLE

GENERAL EXCLUSIONS
We do not cover:
1. Loss caused by wear and tear, gradual deterioration or inherent vice.
2. Loss caused by insects or vermin.
3. Loss caused by war, including the following
and any consequence of any of the following:
a. Undeclared war, civil war, insurrection,
rebellion, or revolution.
b. Warlike act by a military force or military
personnel.
c. Destruction, seizure, or use for a military
purpose.
Discharge of a nuclear weapon shall be
deemed a warlike act even if accidental.
4. Loss caused by nuclear hazard, to the extent
set forth in the Nuclear Hazard clause of
Section I — Conditions.
5. If Fine Arts are covered:
a. Loss caused by any repairing, restoration, or retouching process.
b. Loss to property on exhibition at fair
grounds or premises of national or international expositions, unless the premises
are covered by this policy.
6. If Musical Instruments are covered and organs not of a mobile nature are insured, we
do not cover loss or damage to such organs
caused by mechanical breakdown or failure,
repairing, adjusting, servicing or maintenance unless fire or explosion results; and
then only for the loss or damage by such resulting fire or explosion.
7. If Postage Stamps or Coin Collections are
covered:
a. Fading, creasing, denting, scratching,
tearing, or thinning.
b. Transfer of colors, inherent defect, dampness, extremes of temperature or depreciation.
c. Any damage from being handled or
worked on.
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d. Disappearance of individual Stamps,
Coins, or other articles unless the item is:
(1) Described and scheduled with a specific amount of insurance; or
(2) Mounted in a volume and the page it
is attached to is also lost.
e. Loss to property in the custody of transportation companies.
f. Shipments by mail other than registered
mail.
g. Theft from any unattended automobile
unless the property is being shipped as
registered mail.
h. Loss to property not part of a Stamp or
Coin Collection.

TERRITORIAL LIMITS
We cover the property described worldwide.

SPECIAL CONDITIONS
1. If Fine Arts are covered under this supplement, you agree that such property will be
handled by competent packers.
2. Golfer's Equipment includes your clothing
while contained in a locker when you are
playing golf. We cover golf balls for loss only
by:
a. Fire; or
b. Burglary, provided there are visible
marks of forcible entry into the building,
room, or locker.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
1. LOSS CLAUSE
The amount of insurance under this supplement shall not be reduced except for a total
loss of a scheduled article. We will refund
the unearned premium applicable to such article after the loss.
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2. -OSS SETTLEMENT
i. Fine Arts — For a total loss to a scheduled item, we will pay the amount shown
in the schedule for that item. That
amount is agreed to be the value of the
article. Partial losses will be adjusted according to 2d. below.
b. Postage Stamps or Coin Collections —
The amount we will pay under these
classes of property will be determined as
follows:
(1) In case of loss to any scheduled item,
the amount to be paid will be determined in accordance with paragraph
2d. below.
(2) When Coins or Stamps are covered on
an unscheduled basis, we will pay the
cash market value at the time of loss,
but not more than $1,000 on any unscheduled Coin Collection, nor more
than $250 for any one stamp, coin, or
individual article or any one pair,
strip, block, series sheet, cover,
frame, or card.
We will not pay a greater proportion
of any loss on unscheduled property
than the amount insured on unscheduled property bears to the cash
market value of all such property at
the time of loss.
c. Jewelry — For a covered total loss to
scheduled jewelry, if the words AGREED
VALUE JEWELRY COVERAGE APPLIES
are shown in the Declarations, we will
pay the amount shown in the schedule for
each article. That amount is agreed to be
the value of the article.
d. Other Property — Unless otherwise
stated in this supplement, the value of
the property insured is not agreed upon
but will be ascertained at the time of loss.
We will not pay more than the least of the
following amounts:
(1) The actual cash value of the property
at the time of loss.
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(2) The amount for which the property
could reasonably be expected to be
repaired to its condition just before
the loss.
(3) The amount for which the article
could reasonably be expected to be
replaced with one substantially identical.
(4) The applicable amount of insurance.
When furs or jewelry are covered on an
unscheduled basis, the amount to be paid
is also subject to the limit per article, as
shown in the Declarations page, for each
class,
e. Loss to a Pair, Set, or Parts
(1) Fine Arts — In case of loss to part of
a set, we agree to pay you the full
amount of the set as shown in the
schedule, if you agree to surrender
the remaining articles of the set to us.
If you do not agree we will settle according to 2e.(3)A. below.
(2) Jewelry — In case of loss to part of a
set, we agree to pay you the value of
the entire set in accordance with General Condition 2c, if you agree to surrender the remaining articles of the
set to us. If this Policy has been extended to provide agreed value jewelry coverage, then we will pay the
agreed value of the set.
If you do not agree to surrender the
remaining articles of the set to us, we
will settle according to 2e.(3)A. below.
(3) Other Property
A. Pair or Set
In case of a loss to a pair or set,
we may elect to:
(a) Repair or replace any part to
restore the pair or set to its
value before the loss; or
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(b) Pay the difference between actual cash value of the property before and after the loss.
B. Parts
In case of a loss to any part of covered property, consisting of several parts when complete, we will
pay for the value of the part lost
or damaged.

PERSONAL LIABILITY
UMBRELLA SUPPLEMENT
(3100)
PART I DEFINITIONS
In this Policy "you" and "your" mean the
NAMED INSURED shown in the Declarations,
and the spouse if a resident of the same household. "We", "us" and "our" mean the member
company of The Travelers providing this insurance and shown as the INSURER in the Declarations. In addition, certain other words and
phrases, when printed in quotation marks, have
specific meanings when used in this policy. These
are defined as follows:
A. "Auto" means:
1. Any kind of private passenger motor vehicle including, but not limited to, an automobile, motorcycle, moped, pickup,
van, or self-propelled mobile home; or
2. While towed by a vehicle described in 1.
above, a trailer, farm tractor, farm
wagon or farm implements.
B. "Bodily injury" means bodily harm, sickness, or disease which occurs during the
term of this policy. It includes required
care, loss of services, death and mental
anguish that results.
C. "Business" includes any full or part-time
trade, profession, or occupation.
D. "Family member" means a resident of
your household who is:
1. Your relative, including your ward or
foster child; or
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2. Under the age of 21 and in your care or
the care of any person named in 1.
above.
E. "Insured" means:
1. You; but, with respect to your use of an
"auto" you do not own which is furnished or available for your regular use,
only if you are insured for your use of
that "autoM under one or more "primary
insurance" policies for not less than the
auto liability deductible amount in Part
IV of this supplement;
2. Any "family member" if such "family
member"
a. Is legally responsible for an "occurrence" covered under this supplement; and
b. Is also insured for such "occurrence"
under one or more "primary insurance" policies for not less than the applicable deductible amount shown in
Part IV of this supplement.
3. Any other persons or organizations insured for the "occurrence" in your "primary insurance" policies, but only for
their liability for the acts or omissions of
an "insured" under Parts 1 or 2 of this
definition.
E "Minimum retained limit" means the
greater of:
1. The total limits of any other insurance
that applies to the "occurrence", including insurance under other parts of this
policy, which:
a. Is available to an "insured"; or
b. Would have been available except for
the bankruptcy or insolvency of the
insurer providing "primary insurance"; or
2. The applicable deductible amount shown
in Part IV of this supplement.
G. "Occurrence" means an accident, including
exposure to conditions which results in
"bodily injury" or "property damage". All
injury, loss, or damage from continuous or
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repeated exposure to the same general conditions will be considered due to one "occurrence". It also means offenses which result in "personal injury".
For Loss Assessment coverage, "occurrence" also means:
1. Direct loss to property owned by ail
members of the corporation or association collectively, but only if the loss is
caused by a peril insured against under a
"primary insurance" policy and the loss
is covered by a property insurance policy issued to the corporation or association.
2. An act of a director, officer or trustee of a
corporation or association of property
owners, acting as a director, officer or
trustee, which results in "bodily injury",
"property damage" or "personal injury"
for which the corporation or association
becomes legally responsible, provided
the director, officer or trustee:
a. Is elected by the members of a corporation or association of property owners; and
b. Serves without deriving any income
from the exercise of duties which are
solely on behalf of a corporation or
association of property owners.
H. "Personal injury" means injury caused by
any of the following offenses committed
during the policy term:
1. False arrest;
2. False detention;
3. False imprisonment;
4. Malicious prosecution;
5. Libel;
6. Slander;
7. Defamation;
8. Violation of right of privacy;
9. Wrongful entry;
10. Wrongful eviction; or
11. Other invasion of right to private occupancy.
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I. "Primary insiflrance" means any policy
providing the "insured" with initial or primary liability insurance covering one or
more of the types of liability listed in Part
IV of this supplement.
J. "Property damage" means physical injury
to, destruction of, or loss of use of tangible
property which occurs during the policy
term.
K. "Recreational vehicle" means a land motor vehicle designed for recreational use off
public roads. It does not include "autos".
L. "Residence premises" means:
1. Any one to four-family dwelling that you
live in and its grounds. This includes
other structures on the grounds; or
2. The part of any other building where
you live. It does not include common
ground areas.

PART II INSURING AGREEMENT
In return for payment of premiums when due,
and subject to the Sections I and II Conditions of
this policy and the terms of this supplement, we
will pay damages for which the "insured" becomes legally responsible due to "bodily injury",
"property damage", or "personal injury" caused
by an "occurrence".
This coverage applies only to damages in excess
of the "minimum retained limit".

PART III DEFENSE AND
ADDITIONAL COVERAGES
A. Defense.
1. We will defend an "insured" if sued as a
result of an "occurrence" covered by this
supplement even if the suit is groundless,
false, or fraudulent.
2. We have the right to join in the defense of
any suit likely to involve us.
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3. We will not be obligated to defend any
suit:
a. If the "occurrence" is covered by any
other insurance available to the "insured";
b. If there is no applicable "primary insurance" in effect at the time of the "occurrence" and the amount of damages
claimed or incurred is not more than
the applicable deductible amount
shown in Part IV of this supplement; or
c. After our limit of liability has been exhausted by the payment of judgments
or settlements.
4. We may investigate and settle any claim or
suit as we see fit.
B. Additional Coverages.
1. Defense costs
We will pay for the following in addition to
our limit of liability:
a. All costs and expenses we incur to defend a claim or lawsuit against an "insured".
b. Premiums on bonds required in a suit
we defend, but only for that portion of
the bond not exceeding our limit of liability. We are not obligated to apply for
or furnish these bonds.
c. Interest which accrues after judgment
in a lawsuit and before we pay, offer, or
deposit in court that part of the judgment which does not exceed our limit of
liability.
d. Reasonable expenses incurred by an
"insured" at our request. This includes
actual loss of wages up to $100 a day
due to attendance at hearings or trials
at our request.
e. In some countries, we may be prevented
from defending an "insured" because of
laws or other reasons. In that event we
will pay any expenses incurred with
our written consent for the "insured's"
defense.
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2. Loss Assessment
We will pay, in excess of the "minimum retained limit", your share of any loss assessment charged during the policy period
against you by a corporation or association of property owners. This only applies
when the assessment is made as a result of
an "occurrence" covered by this supplement.
This coverage applies only to loss assessment charged against you as owner or tenant of the "residence premises".
We do not cover loss assessments charged
against you or a corporation or association
of property owners by any government
body.
Payments made under this section are included in the applicable limit of liability.

PART IV DEDUCTIBLE AMOUNTS
Types of Liability
Deductible Amounts
Auto . . . .
$500,000 Per Occurrence
Personal . .
300,000 Per Occurrence
Recreational
300,000 Per Occurrence
Vehicle
300,000 Per Occurrence
Watetcraft
.
Business
300,000 Per Occurrence
Pursuits .
Business
300,000 Per Occurrence
Property .
Employers
Liability .
. 300,000 Per Occurrence
Loss Assessment
50,000 Per Occurrence
If the "insured" maintains "primary insurance"
with "auto" liability limits of $500,000/$500,000
"bodily injury" and $100,000 "property damage", then the deductible amount applicable to
"auto" liability shall be such limits.
A deductible of $1,000 will apply to each "occurrence" which:
1. is covered by this supplement; and
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2. arises out of a vehicle, property, or other exposure insured by "primary insurance"
with limits at least equal to the applicable
deductible amount shown above; and
3. is not covered under the provisions of the
policies referred to in No. 2 above.
'his provision does not apply to Loss Assessment.

PART V EXCLUSIONS
'his insurance does not apply:
1. To damages the "insured0 or any company
providing "primary insurance" may have
to pay under any of the following laws:
a. Worker's Compensation;
b. Unemployment Compensation;
c. Disability benefits; or
d. Any other similar law.
2. To "bodily injury", "property damage", or
"personal injury" arising out of:
a. The ownership, maintenance, use, loading or unloading of an aircraft;
b. The entrustment by an "insured" of an
aircraft to any person; or
c. Statutorily imposed vicarious parental
liability for the actions of a child or minor using an aircraft.
Aircraft means any contrivance used or
designed for flight except model or
hobby aircraft not used or designed to
carry people or cargo.
3. To "property damage" to:
a. Property owned by an "insured".
b. Watercraft under the care, custody, or
control of an "insured".
c. Property rented to, occupied or used by,
or in the care of an "insured" to the extent the "insured" is under contract to
provide insurance for such damage.
However, this exclusion does not apply
to liability imposed on the "insured" by
common law or statute.
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4. To "bodily injury" or "property damage"
expected or intended by an "insured".
However, this exclusion does not apply to
"bodily injury" or "property damage" resulting from an "insured's" use of reasonable force to protect persons or property.
5. To "bodily injury", "property damage", or
"personal injury" arising out of "business"
property or "business" pursuits of an "insured". However, this exclusion does not
apply to:
a. Any part of a one to four-family residential dwelling you rent or hold for
rent other than the "residence premises";
b. Condominium units you rent or hold for
rent, other than a "residence premises".
c. Any "residence premises" or other one
to four-family residence occupied in
part as an office, school or studio.
d. Any "residence premises":
(1) Rented or held for rent in part, unless intended for use as a residence
by more than two roomers or boarders per family;
(2) Occasionally rented or held for rent
for short periods of time for dwelling purposes;
(3) Rented or held for rental as a private garage.
e. Occasional or part-time jobs of "insureds" who are students under 21
years of age.
f. Civic activities performed by an "insured" without pay.
g. Activities connected with the "insured's" occupation if a Collector, Messenger, Salesman or Teacher except:
(1) We will not pay for "bodily injury"
or "property damage" arising out of
a business or school the "insured":
(a) Financially controls;
(b) Is a joint venture member of; or
(c) Is a partner in.
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(2) We will not pay for claims or damages arising out of the maintenance,
use, loading or unloading, or entrustment by the "insured" to any
person of:
(a) Draft or saddle animals;
(b) Vehicles for use therewith;
(c) Aircraft;
(d) Motor vehicles or all other motorized land conveyances; or
(e) Watercraft;
owned or operated, or hired by or
for the "insured" or employee or
used by the "insured" for the purpose of instruction in the use
thereof,
h. The providing of home day care service,
but only when,
(1) an "insured" provides such service
for a relative of an "insured"; or
(2) a mutual exchange of services arrangement exists involving no monetary compensation.
i. The incidental use of your private pas-.
senger "autos" by an "insured" or any
partner, agent or employee of an "insured" in the "business" of:
(1) selling;
(4) storing; or
(2) repairing;
(5) parking;
(3) servicing;
vehicles designed for use mainly on public highways.
However, we do not cover vehicles
owned by an "insured" primarily for
use in such "business",
j. The use of private passenger "autos" by
an "insured" for "business" purposes
not described in 5.i. above. However, we
do not cover the carrying of persons for
a fee, other than in a car pool arrangement.
k. Incidental farming by any "insured" on
the "residence premises".
6. To the rendering of or failure to render any
professional service.
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7. To "bocfily injury", "property damage"
and "personal injury" due to an "insured's" act or omission as a member of
the board of directors of any corporation,
except non-profit corporations or organizations.
8. To the extent that any other insurance is
available to the "insured".
9. To "bodily injury", "property damage", or
"personal injury" for which the "insured"
is also covered under a nuclear energy liability policy, even if the limits of liability
for that policy have been exhausted.
10. To "personal injury" due to:
a. Violation of a penal statute or ordinance
by or with the knowledge of the "insured";
b. Advertising, broadcasting, or telecasting activities by the "insured"; or
c. Libel, slander, defamation, or violation
of privacy:
(1) If the same first injurious publication or utterance occurs prior to the
effective date of this issuance; or
(2) If the offense committed is about
any organization or business, its
products, or services, made with the
knowledge of the falsity and by or
at the direction of the "insured".
11. To "bodily injury" or "property damage"
due to the release or escape of:
a. Waste materials;
b. Irritants;
c. Contaminants; or
d. Pollutants.
However, this exclusion does not apply if
the release or escape is sudden and accidental.
12. To "bodily injury" or "property damage"
caused directly or indirectly by war, including undeclared war, civil war, insurrection, rebellion, revolution, warlike act by a
military force or military personnel, destruction or seizure or use for a military
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13.
14.

15.

16.

purpose, and including any consequence of
any of these. Discharge of a nuclear
weapon shall be deemed a warlike act even
if accidental.
To "bodily injury" and "personal injury"
to any "insured".
To "bodily injury" or "property damage"
arising out of the use of any "auto", "recreational vehicle", or watercraft in racing
events, including practicing for a race.
This exclusion does not apply to sailboats.
To "bodily injury" or "personal injury"
arising out of the transmission of a communicable disease by an "insured".
To amounts assessed against you by a corporation or association of property owners
except as provided under Additional Coverages—Loss Assessment.

PART VI CONDITIONS
The following conditions apply in addition to the
Sections I and II Conditions of this policy;
A, "INSURED'S" DUTIES AFTER AN
OCCURRENCE
In the event of an "occurrence" which may
involve this supplement, the "insured" must
do the following:
1. Give us a prompt, written notice. Include
the names and addresses of all witnesses
and injured persons.
2. Promptly send us copies of all notices or
legal papers related to the "occurrence".
3. Cooperate with us in the investigation settlement, or defense of any claim or suit.

settled."This kmount may be determined
either by judgment against the "insured"
or by written agreement signed by the "insured", the claimant, and us.
No one has the right to involve us. as a party
to any legal action to determine the liability
of an "insured".
C. LIMIT OF LIABILITY
The most we will pay for all damages for any
one "occurrence" is the limit shown on the
Declarations page, regardless of the number
of "insureds", claimants, or claims made.
D. SEVERABILITY OF INSURANCE
This coverage applies separately to each "insured". This condition will not increase our
limit of liability for any one "occurrence".
E. SUBROGATION
All of the "insured's" rights of recovery will
become our rights to the extent of any payment we make under this supplement. The
"insured" will do everything necessary to secure such rights, and do nothing after loss to
prejudice such rights.
If we pay under this supplement and another
person may be liable, we can exercise the
rights of an "insured" against the person liable for the loss. Any recovery will be distributed in the following order:
1. First, to any person who may have paid
the liability exceeding the limit of our liability.
2. Second, to us for the amount we have
paid.
3. Then, to any other party.
The above amounts will be repaid less our
proportionate share of the costs of recovery.
This includes reasonable attorneys1 fees.

B. SUIT AGAINST US
No legal action shall be brought against us:
1. Unless the "insured" has fully complied
with all the terms of this policy; and
2. Until the amount of damages in excess of
the "minimum retained limit" has been

F. APPEALS
If the "insured" or any other insurer elects
not to appeal a judgment which exceeds the
"minimum retained limits" we may do so. We
will pay the cost and interest incidental to appeal.
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G. BANKRUPTCY OF AN INSURED
Bankruptcy or insolvency of an "insured"
will neither:
1. Relieve us of our obligations under this
supplement; nor
2. Operate to cause this supplement to become primary in the event the "insured" is
unable to satisfy the applicable deductible
amount shown in Part IV of this supplement either because of insufficient "primary insurance" or personal assets.
This policy is signed for the member company of
The Travelers Insurance Companies which is the
insurer under this policy.

^

Secretary

®

'

President
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